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Abstract 

In our increasingly digitalized world, computers have become indispensable tools by 

offering several useful services in many aspects of life such as communication, 

education, commerce, health, social interaction, and entertainment. Unfortunately, most 

people with motor-impairments have difficulties to access such services because 

conventional input devices are not concertedly designed for them. Hands-free Computer 

Accessibility Tools (CATs) help these people to achieve aforesaid useful services for a 

more inclusive and barrier-free life. However, hands-free computer access is still a 

challenging task for people with severe motor-impairments of the limbs such as 

quadriplegics. Especially, when it comes to the people who have only a single voluntary 

gesture above neck survived (such as blinks or tooth-clicks), hands-free computer 

access with a single-gesture becomes one of the most challenging tasks in human-

computer interaction (HCI).  

Through this thesis, we focus on the single-gesture based hands-free computer 

access problem. The existing HCI solutions on this problem are mostly based on 

expensive dedicated devices beyond standard computer peripherals. Although the aim 

of the universal access is enabling equal opportunity by reducing barriers, high-cost of 

current solutions creates a new barrier financially for the majority of target group. 

Furthermore, most of the existing single-gesture based hands-free HCI techniques are 

only compatible with a specific switch-accessible interface. To overcome these 

deficiencies of the existing HCI solutions, we propose our novel software switch 

approach. By following the principles of the software switch approach, we also propose 

four novel software switches which are single-gesture based HCI techniques named as 

the PuffCam, the PuffMic, the HeadCam, and the HeadGyro. Unlike the existing 

solutions, our proposed software switches don't require any dedicated devices, and they 

are compatible with most switch-accessible interfaces. 

Although the proposed software switches can allow the users to interact with a 

computer by a single puff/head gesture, the users require a CAT which is capable of 

converting the emulated switch presses by software switches into meaningful 
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commands to operate a computer. In accordance with this requirement, we present a 

new single-switch accessible CAT called the GLOSTER 1.0 with a novel mouse 

pointing technique within the scope of thesis. 

In addition to the above-mentioned contributions, the inadequacies of the 

existing evaluation tools promote us to design a novel evaluation tool namely the 

SITbench 1.0. As a benchmark tool, it is able to serve not only for the proposed software 

switches but also the other available switch-based interaction techniques (SITs). It 

provides a quicker and more accurate switch evaluation process by collecting and 

saving the objective data automatically. 
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Zusammenfassung 

In unserer zunehmend digitalisierten Welt sind Computer zu unverzichtbaren 

Werkzeugen geworden, da sie in vielen Bereichen des Lebens wie Kommunikation, 

Bildung und Handel sowie Gesundheit, soziale Interaktion und Unterhaltung 

verschiedene nützliche Dienste anbieten. Leider haben viele Menschen mit motorischen 

Beeinträchtigungen Schwierigkeiten, auf solche Dienste zuzugreifen, da konventionelle 

Eingabegeräte nicht auf sie abgestimmt sind. Freihändige Computerzugangshilfen 

(Hands-free Computer Accessibility Tools, CATs) helfen diesen Menschen, die oben 

genannten Dienste zu nutzen und somit ein inklusiveres und barrierefreies Leben in der 

Computerwelt zu erreichen. Der freihändige Computerzugang ist jedoch immer noch 

eine Herausforderung für Menschen mit schweren motorischen Beeinträchtigungen der 

Gliedmaßen, wie z.B. Quadriplegiker. Besonders wenn es um Menschen geht, die mit 

nur einer einzigen freiwilligen Geste über dem Hals leben (wie Blinzeln oder 

Zahnklicken), wird der freihändige Computerzugang mit einer einzigen Geste zu einer 

der anspruchsvollsten Aufgaben in der Mensch-Computer-Interaktion (HCI).  

In dieser Arbeit konzentrieren wir uns auf das Problem des freihändigen 

Computerzugangs mit einer einzigen Geste. Die existierenden HCI-Lösungen für dieses 

Problem basieren meist auf teuren dedizierten Geräten, die über die Standard-

Computerperipherie hinausgehen. Obwohl das Ziel des universellen Zugangs darin 

besteht, durch den Abbau von Barrieren Chancengleichheit zu ermöglichen, stellen die 

hohen Kosten der derzeitigen Lösungen für die Mehrheit der Zielgruppe finanziell eine 

neue Barriere dar. Darüber hinaus sind die meisten der existierenden Single-Gesture-

basierten HCI-Freisprechverfahren nur mit einer spezifischen, switch-kompatiblen 

Schnittstelle kompatibel. Um diese Mängel der bestehenden HCI-Lösungen zu 

überwinden, schlagen wir unseren neuartigen Software-Switch-Ansatz vor. Wir folgen 

den Prinzipien des Software-Switch-Ansatzes und schlagen außerdem vier neue 

Software-Switches vor, die auf Single-Gesture-basierten HCI-Techniken aufbauen und 

als PuffCam, PuffMic, HeadCam und HeadGyro bezeichnet werden. Im Gegensatz zu 

den bestehenden Lösungen benötigen unsere vorgeschlagenen Software-Switches keine 
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dedizierten Geräte und sind mit den meisten Switch-zugänglichen Schnittstellen 

kompatibel. 

Obwohl die vorgeschlagenen Software-Switches den Benutzern die Interaktion 

mit einem Computer durch eine einzige Puff-/Kopf-Geste ermöglichen können, 

benötigen die Benutzer einen CAT, der in der Lage ist, die emulierten Switch-Pressen 

durch Software-Switches in sinnvolle Befehle zur Bedienung eines Computers 

umzuwandeln. Entsprechend dieser Anforderung stellen wir im Rahmen der 

Doktorarbeit einen neuen mit einer neuartigen Mauszeigertechnik sowie einem einzigen 

Switch zugänglichen CAT vor - namens GLOSTER 1.0. 

Zusätzlich zu den oben genannten Beiträgen haben uns die Unzulänglichkeiten 

der bestehenden Evaluierungswerkzeuge dazu bewegt, ein neuartiges 

Evaluierungswerkzeug, nämlich die SITbench 1.0, zu entwerfen. Als Benchmark-Tool 

ist es in der Lage, nicht nur für die vorgeschlagenen Software-Switches, sondern auch 

für die anderen verfügbaren switch-basierten Interaktionstechniken (SITs) zu dienen. 

Es ermöglicht einen schnelleren und genaueren Bewertungsprozess der Switches, 

indem es die objektiven Daten automatisch sammelt und speichert. 
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1 
Introduction 

Within the scope of this thesis, we provide comprehensive solutions to single-gesture 

based hands-free computer access problem for people with severe-motor impairments. 

In this introductory chapter, we begin with the motivation of the thesis which explains 

why single-gesture based hands-free computer access is important for people with 

severe motor-neuron impairments in Section 1.1. Then, the existing problems of the 

current solutions are stated in Section 1.2. Subsequently, addressed research questions 

through this thesis are given in Section 1.3. Afterwards, we state the main contributions 

of this thesis in accordance with the aim of providing comprehensive solutions for 

single-gesture based hands-free computer access problem. Lastly, Section 1.5 presents 

the overall structure of the thesis. 
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1.1 Motivation 

Computers have become indispensable tools for the general public, facilitating many 

essential services in our increasingly digitalized world. Unfortunately, most people with 

motor-impairments lack these services, since the conventional computer interaction 

ways such as keyboards are generally inaccessible for them. The ability of operating a 

computer opens the door for these people to achieve several useful services in many 

aspects of life such as communication, commerce, health, entertainment, social 

interaction, and education for a more inclusive and barrier-free life, which leads to an 

increased quality of life by accessing internet [1]. Hands-free CATs play a vital role in 

achieving these services [2, 3]. In principle, they can enable the users to operate a 

computer with their unimpaired physical abilities such as head movements instead of 

conventional ways. The famous theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking —diagnosed 

with amytrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) — is a well-known example of a person who 

utilized CATs in several aspects. Even after the loss of his mobility and speech, he was 

still able to communicate and conduct scientific research by means of a CAT with an 

Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) technology throughout his life.  

Unfortunately, Stephen Hawking was not an exceptional case. There are millions 

of people worldwide who require CATs. It is estimated that there have been about one 

billion people with several disabilities according to the World Report on Disability in 

2011 [4]. Besides, about 2% of the world population —between 110 and 190 million 

people— have severe disabilities in functioning. Even only in United States, it is 

predicted that nearly 5.4 million people (between the ages of 18 and 64) live with 

paralysis in 2013 [5]. People with motor-impairments —as a result of ALS, carpal 

tunnel syndrome, spinal cord injury or degenerative diseases— require assistive 

technology solutions to have a more independent life.  

On the other hand, according to the International Labour Organisation (ILO) 

statistics [6] published in 2007, an estimated 470 million of the world’s working age 

people live with several disabilities. Although there have been many jobs that are 

dependent on computer usage like software coding, exclusion of millions of working 
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age people with disabilities from labour force leads to an increase in the Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) lost worldwide. Furthermore, as it is expected, the ones who can perform 

a paid-job feel more confident and independent both financially and psychologically. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Hands-free computer access is a challenging task for people with severe motor-

impairments of the limbs such as quadriplegics, since they have serious difficulties to 

control any body parts under neck. Especially, when it comes to the people who have 

only one voluntary gesture above neck survived (such as blinks or tooth-clicks), hands-

free computer access with a single-gesture becomes one of the most challenging tasks 

in human-computer interaction (HCI).  

In this section, we identify the existing problems under three domains in line 

with our ultimate goal to provide comprehensive solutions for single-gesture based 

hands-free computer access problem. 

Software Switches: Single-gesture based Hands-free Interaction Techniques 

Recent studies on single-gesture based hands-free computer access problem are 

mostly based on expensive dedicated devices beyond standard computer peripherals. 

Considering that 80% of people with disabilities accommodate in poor and middle 

income countries [4], the majority of these people have difficulties to afford most of 

current solutions [7-9]. Although the aim of the universal access is enabling equal 

opportunity and access to a service or a product regardless of people's physical 

disabilities by reducing the barriers, high-cost of current solutions creates a new barrier 

financially for the majority of target group.  

The other problem is that the majority of the current single-gesture based hands-

free HCI techniques are only compatible with specific switch-accessible interfaces. 

While some switch-accessible interfaces expect to receive a specific keyboard character 

like enter, the others expect to receive a mouse click. There is not any commonly agreed 

standard on this. 
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The GLOSTER 1.0: A Single-gesture Accessible Hands-free CAT 

Although software switches proposed within this thesis can enable to interact 

with a computer by a single-gesture, a CAT is required to control a computer. As stated 

in Section 1.1, the CATs are capable of providing several useful services for the ones 

who cannot control a computer with conventional ways. Typing and clicking are 

generally achieved by using switches via a scanning method, while mouse pointing is 

generally performed by head or eye tracking methods. But, if the user has an only single-

gesture unimpaired, all three functions have to be performed with a single-

gesture/single-switch. Especially, single-switch based mouse pointing is a very 

challenging task in CATs. 

The SITbench 1.0: An Evaluation Tool 

Evaluation process of a switch-based interaction technique (SIT) —like the 

proposed software switches— requires an interdisciplinary team effort and takes a 

considerable amount of time, since a SIT setup depends on many variables such as 

switch type or switch site. Although collecting subjective evaluation data from the users 

is a very common approach, we considered that the subjective evaluation data alone 

might be manipulated and unreliable for comparing SIT performances in many cases. 

Because it is hard to evaluate the measurable performance by collecting subjective data 

instead of objective data, determining the optimum SIT setup (i.e., the most appropriate 

combination of setup variables) could not be achieved at first attempts.  

On the other hand, although collecting objective data is the most appropriate 

method for performance evaluation, the existing objective evaluation methods in 

literature are far from being a benchmark. They are mostly designed to evaluate just a 

specific SIT, which makes them ineligible to be a benchmark where the other SITs could 

be evaluated via standardized test. 

1.3 Research Questions 

In this section, we present the research questions addressed through this thesis. 
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Software Switches: Single-gesture based Hands-free Interaction Techniques 

To deal with the related problems stated in Section 1.2, we first focus on the following 

research question: 

Q1: How to devise an efficient approach enabling single-gesture based hands-free HCI? 

Then, we address the following research questions according to the most suitable hands-

free gestures identified by us. 

Q2: How to devise a better technique that enables a person to interact with a computer 

by a single puff-gesture? 

Q3: How to devise a better technique that enables a person to interact with a computer 

by a single head-gesture? 

The GLOSTER 1.0: A Single-gesture Accessible Hands-free CAT 

In line with the aim of controlling a computer via the proposed interaction techniques, 

we address the following research question: 

Q4: How to devise a better CAT that enables a person to control a computer with a 

single-gesture? 

The SITbench 1.0: An Evaluation Tool 

In the evaluation stage of the proposed interaction techniques, the requirement of an 

evaluation tool leads us to focus on the following research question: 

Q5: How to devise a better tool that enables objective evaluation of switch-based 

interaction techniques? 
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1.4 Thesis Contributions 

Our contributions through this thesis and related publications are given in this section 

under three domains. 

Software Switches: Single-gesture based Hands-free Interaction Techniques 

In accordance with our efforts to find an efficient solution to single-gesture 

based hands-free computer access problem, we start with a literature review of the 

current hands-free interaction techniques —in terms of the gestures used— to identify 

the current problems. To overcome the related existing problems stated in Section 1.2, 

we propose our novel software switch approach following our efforts to answer the 

research question Q1. To sum up, our software switch approach has two principles: an 

interaction technique based on software switch approach (1) should not require any 

dedicated devices, and (2) should be configurable to be compatible with the other 

switch-accessible interfaces. We also identify the most suitable hands-free gestures as 

puff and head gestures in accordance with the principles of our software switch 

approach. These gestures are then employed to interact with a computer via the 

proposed software switches. 

Then, the research questions Q2 and Q3 lead us to devise four novel software 

switches —called the PuffMic, the PuffCam, the HeadCam, and the HeadGyro— by 

following the principles of our software switch approach. Two usability studies —

conducted with 82 participants in total— demonstrate that the proposed software 

switches can allow interacting with a computer by a single-gesture in a way that they 

receive the user's gesture as an input signal to translate them into emulated switch 

presses. While the PuffMic and the PuffCam are based on puff-gesture, the HeadCam 

and the HeadGyro depend on head-gestures (e.g., a head tilt). The PuffMic and the 

PuffCam software switches were presented in the following article: 

• Cagdas Esiyok, Ayhan Askin, Aliye Tosun and Sahin Albayrak, “Software 

Switches: Novel Hands-free Interaction Techniques for Quadriplegics Based on 
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Respiration–machine Interaction”, Universal Access in the Information Society, 

2019. 

The following article is partly based on the HeadCam and the HeadGyro software 

switches: 

• Cagdas Esiyok, Ayhan Askin, Aliye Tosun and Sahin Albayrak, “Novel Hands-

Free Interaction Techniques based on the Software Switch Approach for 

Computer Access with Head Movements”, Universal Access in the Information 

Society [under review]. 

The GLOSTER 1.0: A Single-gesture Accessible Hands-free CAT 

As a result of focusing the research question Q4, we present a new single-switch 

accessible CAT called the GLOSTER 1.0 with a novel mouse pointing technique called 

the Coordinate-based  Pointing (CoorP). It allows the users to easily control a computer 

with a single-gesture by employing the proposed software switches. By means of the 

proposed CAT, emulated switch presses by software switches can be converted into 

meaningful commands to operate a computer. As an all-in-one solution, the GLOSTER 

1.0 provides all three functions —pointing, clicking, and typing— performed by a 

mouse and a keyboard. Following a usability study with 20 participants, it is revealed 

that the CoorP performed better than the CrossHair which is the most preferred 

technique by the existing CATs.  

The SITbench 1.0: An Evaluation Tool 

Within the development process of the proposed software switches in 

accordance with the research questions Q2 and Q3, during evaluation step, we 

encounter the related problems identified in Section 1.2. Therefore, the research 

question Q5 leads us to propose a novel benchmark tool for performance evaluation 

called the SITbench 1.0. It is demonstrated by a usability study with 8 participants that 

the SITbench 1.0 provides a quicker and more accurate switch evaluation process by 
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collecting the objective data automatically. Part of the SITbench 1.0 was published in 

the following article: 

• Cagdas Esiyok and Sahin Albayrak, “SITbench 1.0: A Novel Switch-Based 

Interaction Technique Benchmark”, Journal of Healthcare Engineering, 2019. 

1.5 Thesis Structure 

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: 

In Chapter 2, we propose the software switch approach enabling single-gesture based 

hands-free HCI. In addition, we also identify the most suitable gestures to interact with 

a computer in line with the software switch approach. In Chapters 3 and 4, we present 

four novel interaction techniques —called the PuffMic, the PuffCam, the HeadCam, 

and the HeadGyro software switches— by following the principles of our software 

switch approach. While Chapter 3 introduces the PuffMic and the PuffCam software 

switches, which are based on a single puff-gesture, Chapter 4 presents single head-

gesture based software switches namely the HeadCam and the HeadGyro. In Chapter 5, 

we introduce a new single-switch accessible CAT —namely the GLOSTER 1.0— with 

a novel mouse pointing technique which allows to easily control a computer by 

employing the proposed software switches. In Chapter 6, a novel benchmark tool for 

performance evaluation —called the SITbench 1.0— is proposed to provide a quicker 

and more accurate switch evaluation process by collecting the objective data 

automatically. Lastly, Chapter 7 summarizes and discusses the main contributions and 

provides an outlook to future research directions. 
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2 The Software Switch Approach 

 

 

 

 

2 
The Software Switch Approach  

In line with our efforts to find an efficient solution to single-gesture based hands-free 

computer access problem, we begin with a literature review of the current hands-free 

interaction techniques in terms of the gestures used. Following the literature review, we 

identify two major problems of current single-gesture based hands-free interaction 

techniques: (1) the majority of current single-gesture based hands-free HCI techniques 

depend on dedicated devices beyond standard computer peripherals; (2) current single-

gesture based hands-free solutions in literature are only compatible with specific switch-

accessible interfaces. To overcome these problems, we propose our novel software 

switch approach. Briefly, the software switch approach has two principles: an 

interaction technique based on software switch approach (1) should not require any 

dedicated devices, and (2) should be configurable to be compatible with switch-

accessible interfaces. In this chapter, we also identify the most suitable hands-free 

gestures as puff and head gestures in accordance with the principles our software switch 

approach. These gestures are then employed to interact with a computer via the 

proposed software switches in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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2.1 Related Works 

Many hands-free solutions which are mostly based on dedicated devices (e.g., switches, 

sensors) or just standard computer peripherals (e.g., a camera) have been developed up 

to now for computer access. People with motor-impairments are able to interact with 

these devices by using their unimpaired body gestures like head movements or eye-

blinks. In this section, to look from a broader perspective, we review hands-free 

solutions —instead of focusing just the single-gesture based hands-free solutions— that 

provide alternative means for computer access in terms of the body gestures used. We 

separated them into two main groups according to the condition whether any dedicated 

hardware is required except for standard computer peripherals.  

• Hands-Free HCI Techniques with Dedicated Devices: These systems require 

additional dedicated sensors, switches or devices beyond standard computer 

peripherals to control a computer such as Brain-Computer Interaction (BCI) based 

systems via Electroencephalography (EEG) sensors [10, 11]; eye movement 

operated systems based on Electrooculography (EOG) sensors [12, 13] or 

dedicated cameras [14, 15]; head movement operated systems based on traditional 

switches [16], inertial sensors [17, 18] or special cameras [19, 20]; sip-and-puff 

operated systems [21-23]; facial mimics operated systems based on 

Electromyography (EMG) sensors [24, 25]; tongue operated systems [26, 27]; 

tooth-click operated systems [28]; mouth/lip joystick operated systems [29-31]; 

and chin operated systems [32-34]. 

• Hands-Free HCI Techniques with Standard Computer Peripherals: These 

systems can be divided into two main groups as camera and microphone based 

systems. In camera based systems, a camera is set to focus on eye-gaze [35] or 

head movements [36-38] to transform them into mouse cursor movements on a 

computer screen. Facial gestures (such as eye blink or eyebrow-raising) can also 

be captured by a camera to trigger a mouse click or a key stroke [39, 40]. On the 

other hand, the majority of microphone based hands-free interaction techniques 

for computer access depend on speech gestures as commands where speech 

recognition techniques are applied to control a mouse pointer [41, 42] or a 
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keyboard [43]. Similarly, non-speech gestures such as humming, can be 

recognized by speech recognition algorithms to control a mouse pointer [44, 45] 

or a keyboard emulator [46]. Additionally, puff as a respiration-gesture can also 

be detected by a microphone and employed for clicking task in computer access 

[47]. 

2.2 Existing Problems 

Following a literature review in Section 2.1, having a broader point of view helped us 

to recognize the existing problems. We identified two major problems of the current 

single-gesture based hands-free interaction techniques: 

• Requirement of Dedicated Devices: The majority of current single-gesture 

based hands-free HCI techniques depend on dedicated devices beyond standard 

computer peripherals. Besides, The World Report on Disability reveals that 80% 

of people with disabilities accommodate in poor and middle income countries 

[4], which means that most of these people might have serious difficulties to 

afford dedicated devices [7-9]. Although the aim of the universal access is 

enabling equal opportunity and access to a service or product regardless of 

people's physical disabilities by reducing barriers, high-cost of dedicated 

devices creates a new barrier financially. 

• Compatibility with Switch-accessible Interfaces: Current single-gesture 

based hands-free solutions in literature are only compatible with specific switch-

accessible interfaces. To make it clear, first the mechanism of a scanning-based 

interface and standardization problem should be understood. In principle, unlike 

direct selection (such as typing on a keyboard), the scanning-based interface 

highlights items one-by-one on the computer screen, and the user activates the 

switch when the desired item is highlighted. Between switch-accessible 

interface and the switch, there is a switch adapter which is a dedicated device to 

transform switch activation signals into meaningful keyboard presses or mouse 

clicks. Following a switch activation, switch adapter emulates a specific 

keyboard character or a mouse click event (depending on the manufacturer of 
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switch interface) and send it to the computer in order to communicate with 

switch-accessible interface. But the main problem here is that there has not been 

any commonly agreed standard for the communication between switches and 

switch-accessible interfaces; while some switch-accessible interfaces expect to 

receive a specific keyboard character like space, the others expect to receive a 

mouse click. This standardization problem is partially solved by a switch driver 

software permitting the users to assign a specific character or mouse click —

following a switch activation— which is expected by the target switch-

accessible interface. However, these switch driver software are only compatible 

with a limited number of switch adapters of specific brands, which makes them 

partial solutions for the standardization problem. In other words, each switch 

adapter requires its specific switch driver software. To the best of our 

knowledge, there is not any complete solution for this standardization problem 

in literature. 

2.3 Principles of the Software Switch Approach 

To overcome the problems identified in Section 2.2, we propose our software switch 

approach. Two principles of the software switch approach are presented below 

according to related problems: 

• Requirement of Dedicated Devices: As the first principle of our software switch 

approach, any interaction techniques based on our approach should not require 

any dedicated device beyond standard computer peripherals like a microphone or 

a camera. At this point, as the only reasonable exception, we decided to exclude 

smartphones from dedicated devices list; because the total number of smartphones 

—3.2 billion in 2019 [48]— got ahead of the total number of computers in recent 

years worldwide [49], which makes them easy to access for people in even low-

income countries. Besides, smartphones are able to provide several services to the 

users unlike dedicated devices which are produced with a specific aim. 

• Compatibility with Switch-accessible Interfaces: As the second principle of our 

software switch approach, any interaction techniques based on our approach 
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should be configurable to generate any expected keyboard characters or mouse 

clicks, which makes them compatible with most switch-accessible interfaces. In 

this way, they can provide a better solution to the standardization problem than 

the current solution where a switch driver and a traditional switch are required to 

purchase. In other words, they are able to both detect a single-gesture like a 

traditional switch and allow the users to assign the expected keyboard characters 

or mouse clicks —which will be sent to the switch-accessible interface following 

a detected single-gesture— like a switch driver. 

To sum up, our software switch approach has two principles: an interaction 

technique based on software switch approach (1) should not require any dedicated 

devices, and (2) should be configurable to be compatible with switch-accessible 

interfaces.  

2.4 Gesture Selection 

Although the software switch approach is flexible enough to be employed with any 

physical gesture, within this thesis, we focus on the HCI techniques based on hands-

free gestures to provide comprehensive computer access solutions for the ones who are 

only able to move from the neck up. To select the proper types of hands-free gestures 

which will be employed by the proposed software switches, we begin with the 

evaluation of gesture types of current hands-free interaction techniques given in Section 

2.1.  

HCI techniques which require dedicated devices are left out of the focus in 

accordance with the first principle of our software switch approach. Then, we exclude 

eye-gaze and facial gestures (e.g., eye blink gesture), since they might be highly affected 

by Midas Touch problem [50]. For example, if the eye blink gesture is used to interact 

with a computer, it is hard to distinguish whether the user blinked consciously as a 

trigger signal or it was just a regular eye blink performed unconsciously. Although the 

Midas Touch problem could be resolved by employing multi-modal inputs such as 

performing an eye blink with an eye brow raising simultaneously as a trigger signal, 
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employing a multi-modal input is not an option in the scope of this thesis since we aim 

to solve the single-gesture based computer access problem. As another gesture types 

which don't require a dedicated device, the speech and non-speech gestures are also 

omitted, because the speech recognition is mostly preferred for more complicated tasks 

than just a single-gesture recognition. Unlike these gestures, we revealed that the 

respiration (i.e., sip and puff) and head movement (e.g., a head tilt) gestures are not 

affected by Midas Touch problem, and they can be easily recognized via simple 

algorithms. Therefore, we considered them as the most suitable hands-free gesture types 

among existing solutions to interact with a computer by following the principles of our 

software switch approach. 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, first we begin with a literature review of the current hands-free 

interaction techniques in terms of the gestures used. Then, two major problems of 

current techniques are identified. 

To overcome the identified problems, we propose the software switch approach 

and detect the most suitable gestures. Afterwards, we also propose four novel software 

switches which are single-gesture based human-computer interaction (HCI) techniques 

—namely the PuffCam, the PuffMic, the HeadCam, the HeadGyro— by following the 

principles of our software switch approach. Unlike the existing solutions, the proposed 

software switches don't require dedicated devices and compatible with most switch-

accessible interfaces. 
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3 The PuffMic and the PuffCam: Novel Interaction 

Techniques Based on a Single Respiration-Gesture 

 

 

3 
The PuffMic and the PuffCam:  

Novel Interaction Techniques Based on a Single Puff-Gesture 

In this chapter, we focus on how to devise a better method that enables a person to 

interact with a computer by a single puff-gesture. For the ones with a very limited motor 

activity but a complete respiration activity, interacting with a computer by a single puff-

gesture is considered a challenging task. To overcome this challenge, we propose two 

novel interaction techniques as software switches —the PuffCam and the PuffMic— for 

single-gesture based CATs by following the principles of our software switch approach. 

Both software switches are respiration operated where a strong puff, detected non-

invasively by a microphone or a modified camera, is considered as a pressed switch. A 

usability study —conducted with 46 participants with/out disabilities— reveals that the 

accuracy, precision, recall and false positive rate of our interaction techniques are quite 

impressive, and the PuffCam performs better than the PuffMic for all metrics. 

According to questionnaire findings, comfort assessment of interaction techniques by 

participants is rated quite satisfactory. 
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3.1 Introduction 

As stated in Section 1.1, there have been millions of motor-impaired individuals 

worldwide who have difficulties to operate a computer via conventional ways [4, 5]. 

For the ones with a very limited motor activity but a complete respiration activity, 

interacting with a computer by a single respiration-gesture is considered as a 

challenging task for computer access. 

The majority of current solutions addressing this challenge is based on invasive 

sip-and-puff devices [21, 23, 51, 52]. They are capable of recognizing the users' sip and 

puff gestures to interact with a computer. Recognition of these gestures is performed 

invasively in a way that the users inhale (sip gesture) or exhale (puff gesture) through a 

tube/straw which is placed in his/her mouth. Then, air pressure originated from the 

user's sip or puff is recognized by the device to serve as a double input switch for switch-

accessible interfaces like CATs. In literature, as a different approach, we were able to 

find just one solution called the BlowClick [47] which doesn't require a dedicated 

device. It provides a non-invasive solution in a way that the users' puff gesture is 

recognized by a computer after the user puffs on a standard microphone connected to 

the computer. 

Although current respiration-based HCI solutions are useful to enhance people's 

quality of life in many aspects, we identify two main problems of the existing solutions 

below to be handled. To overcome these problems, we propose two novel HCI 

techniques based on the user’s puff gesture —called the PuffMic and the PuffCam 

software switches— by following the principles of our software switch approach. Two 

problems of current interaction techniques identified and how we address them by 

applying our software switch approach are explained below: 

• Requirement of Dedicated Devices: While the BlowClick [47] doesn't require 

any dedicated device; sip-and-puff devices are commercial dedicated hardware 

beyond standard computer peripherals, which makes them hard to afford for 

people with low-income. Furthermore, the users might have hygiene problems 

with sip-and-puff devices, since a tube between mouth and environment might 
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cause hygiene risks [53, 54]. In accordance with the first principle of our 

software switch approach, both proposed software switches depend on just 

standard computer peripherals (a microphone or a camera) like the BlowClick.  

• Compatibility with Switch-accessible Interfaces: Sip-and-puff devices are only 

compatible with a specific group of switch-accessible interfaces, while the 

BlowClick is not compatible with any switch-accessible interface. In other 

words, the Blowclick is unable to serve as a switch for any other switch-

accessible interface. At this point, the PuffMic differs from the BlowClick as 

being configurable to be compatible with switch-accessible interfaces, although 

their input method is similar. In line with the second principle of our software 

switch approach; the PuffMic and the PuffCam software switches are 

configurable to generate any expected keyboard characters or mouse clicks, 

which makes them compatible with most switch-accessible interfaces. 

To sum up, the proposed solutions are based on the assumption that individuals' 

strong puffs can be distinguished by employing a standard microphone (the PuffMic) 

or a modified webcam (the PuffCam) via the proposed software switches running on a 

standard computer. In this way, a puff-gesture captured by a standard microphone or a 

webcam is considered as a pressed switch to make a selection in a switch-accessible 

software like a CAT.  

We conducted a usability study with 46 individuals (23 motor-impaired, 23 able-

bodied) to collect objective and subjective data by employing the SITbench 1.0 [55] 

(described in Chapter 6) and a five-point Likert scale questionnaire, respectively. As a 

result of usability study, the PuffCam method showed better performance than the 

PuffMic method in all conditions. Accuracy, precision, recall and false positive rate of 

both interaction techniques were found quite impressive. Moreover, comfort assessment 

results of a five-point Likert scale questionnaire were satisfactory. The idea to control a 

computer via breathing without purchasing any dedicated device was considered very 

promising by all participants. 
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Studies within this chapter are expected to stimulate new studies by motivating 

researchers to place a greater emphasis on non-invasive respiration methods since the 

non-invasive voluntary respiration is an underrated activity for computer access in 

comparison with invasive systems. The proposed interaction techniques can be used 

instead of traditional invasive sip-and-puff devices in many cases. Considering that 80% 

of the people with disabilities live in low and middle income countries [4], the proposed 

software switches can help to meet the cost-free switch requirements of individuals with 

motor-impairments worldwide in an open access manner without any additional device. 

There is not any other alternative solution as a switch currently for the ones who have 

only respiration activity and cannot afford any dedicated device. They can be integrated 

with any assistive systems where voluntary respiration is utilized. For example, the 

users can operate a wheelchair. Similarly, an assistive living system might be developed 

where the users could interact with smart home devices. On the other hand, the 

application areas of the proposed interaction techniques can be quite flexible and should 

not be considered just for assistive technology area. For example, it is possible to utilize 

them in the entertainment area like computer game industry beyond the assistive 

technology area.  

This chapter proceeds with introducing the proposed software switches in 

Section 3.2. Then, we evaluate both interaction techniques by presenting objective and 

subjective evaluation results of our usability study in Section 3.3. Finally, we conclude 

and discuss our study in Section 3.4. 

3.2 Software Switches 

In this section, first we introduce the user interface of the PuffMic and the PuffCam. 

Then, we present both software switches. 

3.2.1 The User Interface 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the interface of both proposed software switches during a puff 

activity. It includes a puff meter where the green bars on it show the puff level of the 
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user, and the middle red bar represents the threshold level detected during calibration 

step (calibration steps of each software switches are explained in Sections 3.2.2 and 

3.2.3.). The puff level depends on how strong the user puffs. In principle, if the puff 

level exceeds the threshold value, a switch press is emulated. The user can monitor the 

puffs on run-time via puff meter, which helps the user to estimate how strong s/he needs 

to exhale. 

 

Figure 3.1: The user interface of the PuffMic and the PuffCam. 

The interface can be configured according to the selected software switch. For 

both the PuffMic and the PuffCam, any keyboard character or mouse click can be 

assigned in configuration for the target CAT. For example, if the CAT waits to receive 

enter character, the user assigns enter character to be sent via our software switches. 

Following a strong puff detected, the proposed software switches send enter character 

to the target CAT. This way, the proposed software switches let the users to control any 

compatible switch-accessible software. If the PuffCam is selected to be configured, the 

colour of the tracked object is also assigned by the user. Both software switches were 

developed under .NET 4.5 framework, and they are compatible with Windows-based 

operating systems. 

3.2.2 The PuffMic 

For the first interaction technique proposed, a standard microphone is placed under the 

user's nose or in front of the mouth in a way that puff-gestures can be captured easily 

(Figure 3.2). Following positioning, the threshold level needs to be calibrated since the 

strength of puff activity varies by person.  
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Figure 3.2: Camera, laptop and microphone positions during the experiments. 

The user first adjusts the scanning time of the software switch less than the 

scanning time of the target switch-accessible software. For example, if the scanning 

time of the target CAT is 2 seconds (i.e., if the target CAT is able to receive the trigger 

signal in every 2 seconds), the user should assign the scanning time less than two 

seconds such as 0.9 second, and thus the software switch becomes capable of sending 

the expected trigger signal to the CAT in every 0.9 second. Then, the user assigns the 

smoothing time to be applied on the audio signal during signal smoothing process.  

Following the assignment of scanning and smoothing times, the software switch 

records an audio wave for assigned scanning time period as illustrated in Figure 3.3. 

Within this time period, the user performs a strong puff on a microphone in order to set 

a threshold value. In this example, scanning time is considered as 0.9 second, while the 

smoothing time is set as 0.1 second. 

 

Figure 3.3: Raw audio signal. 
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Then, the software switch gets the absolute value of audio signal (Figure 3.4).  

 

Figure 3.4: Absolute value of audio signal. 

Afterwards, the software switch extracts the smoothed audio signal by 

calculating the average value for each smoothing time period (i.e., for each 0.1 second) 

as can be seen in Figure 3.5. The peak puff level (between the 0.4 and 0.5 seconds) is 

assigned as the threshold value. Then, for the visual feedback, the peak puff level is 

represented by the middle red bar in the puff meter (Figure 3.1) as a threshold indicator.  

 

Figure 3.5: Smoothed audio signal. 

Following a successful calibration, the PuffMic can serve as a puff switch for a 

switch-accessible software. To do this, the user’s respiration activity is tracked in real-

time. Like in calibration step; (1) first the absolute value of the audio signal is extracted. 

(2) Then, signal smoothing is applied to calculate the peak puff level depending on the 

scanning time and the smoothing time. (3) The peak puff level is represented as green 

bars in the puff meter according to the strength of the puff. (4) Lastly, if the peak puff 

level exceeds the threshold value following a strong puff, a switch press is emulated by 

the PuffMic to send a trigger signal to the target CAT. 

3.2.3 The PuffCam 

The PuffCam software switch basically translates the motion of an object —as a result 

of a strong puff— captured by a webcam into a trigger signal for a switch-accessible 
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software. A modified webcam with a post-it (or a piece of paper) that is placed just to 

the opposite of the camera lens by means of an adhesive tape is employed as can be 

seen in Figure 3.6. The only requisite of this modification is that the object to be tracked 

(i.e., a black rectangle figure drawn on post-it in our example) should be kept in the 

visual field of the camera in any case, even if the user puffs very strongly on the post-

it.  

 

Figure 3.6: A standard webcam modified with a post-it. 

Following a proper positioning as it is illustrated in Figure 3.2, the PuffCam 

should be calibrated. The user first adjusts the scanning time of the software switch less 

than the scanning time of the target switch-accessible software like adjusted in PuffMic. 

Then the real-time video motion tracking algorithm is employed as follows: 

• For scanning time period assigned, video frames are taken by a webcam with a 

frame rate of 15 frames per second and a frame size of 320x240 pixels (Figure 

3.7 (a)); 

• Euclidean colour filtering is applied for each video frames according to colour 

of the target object assigned during configuration (Figure 3.7 (b)); 

• Video frames are converted to grayscale following Euclidean colour filtering 

(Figure 3.7 (c)); 

• Object detection is performed on video frames via connected-component 

labeling method.  (Figure 3.7 (d)); 
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• The position of the detected object on post-it is tracked through run time (Figure 

3.7 (e)). 

• Within this scanning time period, the user puffs strongly on the post-it to change 

the position of the detected object. 

• The difference in pixels between the position prior to puff and the position 

during strong puff is considered as threshold value, and this threshold value is 

represented by the middle red bar of the puff meter in Figure 3.1 as a visual 

indicator. 

 

Figure 3.7: Main steps of motion tracking algorithm. (a) take video frames via camera; 

(b) apply Euclidean colour filter for each frame; (c) convert video frames to grayscale; 

(d) detect the object; (e) track the position of the detected object. 

For filtering and object detection, image processing library called AForge.NET 

was employed. Following a successful calibration (i.e., assignment of the threshold 

value), the PuffCam becomes capable of recognizing the strong puffs to serve as a puff 

switch. To do this, every motion of the detected object is calculated for each scanning 

time period and then represented as green bars in the puff meter depending on the 

motion level. If the user puffs strongly enough, threshold value is exceeded, and the 

PuffCam sends a trigger signal to the target CAT. 
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3.3 Evaluation 

We conducted experiments in Turkey at Medical Faculty of Izmir Katip Celebi 

University in order to evaluate our interaction techniques by collecting objective and 

subjective data. The study had been approved on 13.09.2017 by the Ethical Committee 

of Izmir Katip Celebi University with a reference number of 179. The informed consent 

form was signed by all participants prior to the experiments.  

In this section, firstly we introduce the participants who are separated into two 

main groups as able-bodied and motor-impaired individuals. Thereafter, we present the 

apparatus employed throughout the experiments and the procedure to be applied on two 

novel interaction techniques by means of our evaluation software the SITbench 1.0. 

Lastly, the experimental findings are shared.   

3.3.1 Participants 

Overall, 46 participants including 24 females and 22 males took part in this study. Of 

all participants, 23 (8 females, 15 males) had motor disabilities (hereafter: disability 

group (DG)) whose ages ranged between 17 and 78. Two of them can be seen in Figure 

3.8. The participants without disabilities (hereafter: control group (CG)) included 23 

people (16 females, 7 males) whose ages ranged between 17 and 71. Age statistics of 

all participants are summarized in Table 3.1. All participants with motor disabilities, 

who volunteered to test our interaction techniques, had difficulties controlling their 

hands. They were all receiving hospital treatment for several motor disabilities while 

the experiments were conducted. Just five of the participants had previous experience 

with switch interfaces. The majority of the participants of CG were volunteers 

responding to the call made by the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Department as 

well as the relatives and friends of DG. The main characteristics of all participants are 

listed in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.8: Two participants previous to the experiments. 

Table 3.1: Age statistics of the participants according to the groups. 

Groups Gender     Mean Age Number of 

Participants 

Mix Mix 47.5 (sd = 17.4) 46 

Mix Female 42.2 (sd = 16.2) 24 

Mix Male 53.3 (sd = 17.1) 22 

DG Mix 52.9 (sd = 19.3) 23 

DG Female 45.8 (sd = 24.2) 8 

DG Male 56.6 (sd = 15.7) 15 

CG Mix 42.3 (sd = 13.7) 23 

CG Female 40.5 (sd = 10.9) 16 

CG Male 46.3 (sd = 19.1) 7 

 

Table 3.2: Main characteristics of the participants. 

The User Age Gender Disability 

DG1 75 Male Hemiplegia 

DG2 21 Female Hemiplegia 

DG3 65 Male Hemiplegia 
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DG4 27 Male Tetraplegia 

DG5 58 Male Hemiplegia 

DG6 57 Male Hemiplegia 

DG7 31 Female Hemiplegia 

DG8 17 Female Neuromyelitis Optica 

DG9 34 Female Hemiplegia 

DG10 63 Female Guillain-Barre Syndrome 

DG11 77 Female Hemiplegia 

DG12 38 Male Hemiplegia 

DG13 46 Female Hemiplegia 

DG14 77 Male Hemiplegia 

DG15 67 Male Hemiplegia 

DG16 34 Male Tetraplegia 

DG17 75 Male Hemiplegia 

DG18 58 Male Hemiplegia 

DG19 53 Male Hemiplegia 

DG20 65 Male Hemiplegia 

DG21 38 Male Hemiplegia 

DG22 62 Male Hemiplegia 

DG23 78 Female Hemiplegia 

CG24 27 Male None 

CG25 59 Female None 

CG26 25 Female None 

CG27 32 Male None 

CG28 41 Female None 

CG29 50 Female None 

CG30 28 Female None 

CG31 40 Female None 

CG32 34 Female None 

CG33 45 Female None 

CG34 45 Female None 
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CG35 58 Male None 

CG36 52 Male None 

CG37 71 Male None 

CG38 49 Female None 

CG39 49 Female None 

CG40 32 Female None 

CG41 40 Female None 

CG42 17 Female None 

CG43 51 Female None 

CG44 43 Female None 

CG45 62 Male None 

CG46 22 Male None 

 

All participants were required to meet the following criteria in order to evaluate 

our interaction techniques. All participants are supposed to be able: 

• to breath voluntarily; 

• to find a target on a grid; 

• to follow a moving target; 

• to maintain gaze on a stable target; 

• to stay focused on tests during experiments. 

The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), which is a 30-point questionnaire 

to assess cognitive impairments in clinical studies, was applied to all participants in 

order to validate whether they fulfil the cognitive ability related requirements stated 

above prior to the experiments. 

3.3.2 Apparatus 

The test apparatus consists of a laptop Lenovo G505S (CPU: AMD A8-4500M 1.9 GHz; 

RAM: 6 GB DDR3; Screen: LCD 15.6; OS: Windows 10 64 bits; Resolution: 1600 × 
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900), a Digicomm Headset 9088 (Impedance: 32 ohms at 1kHz; Sensitivity: 105 dB / 

mW; Frequency range: 8 ~ 22,000Hz) and an A4Tech ViewCam pro PK-635M (Max 

Digital Video Resolution: 640 x 480; Image Sensor Type: 0.35 MP CMOS; Horizontal 

Field of View: 54). 

3.3.3 Procedure 

First of all, we ensured that the participants and devices (i.e., microphone, webcam, 

laptop) were positioned properly as illustrated in Figure 3.2 before starting the 

experiments, since a good positioning allows: 

• the stability to enhance motor functions; 

• easing abnormal reflexes due to voluntary movements; 

• being compatible with long-term sessions; 

• preventing a significant increase in abnormal muscle tone. 

A headset-type standard microphone is located as seen in Figure 3.2 in a way 

that the system can recognize the strong puffs. In our experiment, we placed the 

microphone approximately 5 cm ahead of the user's mouth. On the other hand, the 

webcam should be positioned in a way that the user can move the post-it easily by 

puffing on it. The distance between webcam and the user's mouth, which depends on 

the properties of attached post-it or paper (i.e., size, hardness, etc.), was adjusted as 

about 40-45 cm. in our experiments. 

After providing a good positioning, information was given to the participants 

about the test, and we conducted some trials in counterbalanced order until they 

understand the concept and become ready for tests. This training process lasted for 

approximately ten minutes for each participant.  

Following positioning and training steps, we applied the first prototype of the 

Tie-Smiley Matching Game (TSMG) test of the SITbench 1.0 described in Chapter 6 to 

collect the objective evaluation data. Each proposed software switch was tested by each 

participant (n = 46) with the first three templates of TSMG where scanning time was 
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1000 milliseconds. Tests were applied in counterbalanced order to avoid interaction 

effects due to learning and fatigue. We gave participants some time (1 to 5 minutes) to 

rest during experiments so as to prevent excessive mental or physical fatigue. 

The quantitative subjective data of the proposed interaction techniques was 

collected by applying a comfort assessment questionnaire containing four statements 

with a five-point Likert scale (Figure 3.9) after completing tests. The rating ranged from 

1 to 5 (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agree, 5 

= strongly agree) for the comfort assessment questionnaire during experiments. In order 

to collect the qualitative subjective data, we received responses of open-ended questions 

and feedback by participants about interaction techniques in addition to our 

observations. 

 

Figure 3.9: The comfort assessment questionnaire with mean values (x-axis represents 

the rating range). 

3.3.4 Objective Data based Results 

Mean values of the proposed software switches through evaluation metrics (accuracy, 

precision, recall and false positive rate) for all participants are shown in Figure 3.10. 

For all evaluation metrics, the PuffCam showed better performance. Results presented 

in Figure 3.10 are listed below: 

• In terms of accuracy mean values, the PuffCam showed better performance with 

a mean of 0.926 in comparison to the PuffMic (m = 0.868). According to the 
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Student’s t-test for both techniques, p was found less than 0.05, which means 

that difference among means in terms of accuracy is statistically significant; 

• For precision mean values, the ranking was the same as accuracy: the PuffCam 

(m = 0.885) and the PuffMic (m = 0.859). As a result of the t-test for both 

techniques, p was determined greater than 0.05, which means that the difference 

among means in terms of precision is not statistically significant; 

• Regarding recall mean values, the PuffCam came first (m = 0.897) and the 

PuffMic followed it (m = 0.806). In consequence of the t-test for both 

techniques, p was calculated as less than 0.05, which means that the difference 

among means in terms of recall is statistically significant; 

• The PuffMic (m = 0.089) was followed by the PuffCam (m = 0.065) based on 

false positive rate. According to the t-test for both techniques, p was detected as 

greater than 0.05, which means that the difference among means in terms of 

false positive rate is not statistically significant. 

Mean values of each interaction techniques depending on participant groups 

(Mix, DG, CG) are presented in Figure 3.11. In terms of mean values of accuracy, 

precision and recall evaluation metrics, CG members performed better than DG 

members for both software switches except for the PuffMic in recall. Regarding false 

positive rate score, DG had higher scores than CG for both interaction techniques, which 

means that DG members made false selections more frequently when compared to CG 

members. We applied the Student’s t-tests for both interaction techniques through all 

evaluation metrics to see whether there is a significant difference between the 

performance of DG members and CG members. The difference among means between 

DG and CG was found significant in three conditions where: (1) metric type = accuracy, 

interaction type = the PuffCam; (2) metric type = precision, interaction type = the 

PuffMic; (3) metric type = false positive rate, interaction type = the PuffMic. 
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Figure 3.10: Mean values of the proposed software switches for all participants through 

evaluation metrics (accuracy, precision, recall, false positive rate) (****p < 0.0001). 

3.3.5 Subjective Data based Results 

The quantitative subjective data was collected from the filled-in questionnaire 

containing four statements ranked in a five-point Likert scale (Figure 3.9), while the 

qualitative subjective data was collected by the participants' responses to the open-

ended questions, their feedback about interaction techniques and researchers' 

observations. The rating ranged from 1 'strongly disagree' to 5 'strongly agree' in the 

questionnaire for comfort assessment during experiments. With regard to the four 

statements, the mean value and standard deviation were calculated for all 46 

participants. As can be observed in Figure 3.9, the statement 'I didn't have any 

respiration fatigue' (m = 4.32) was rated lower than the statement 'Seating and 

positioning were comfortable' (m = 4.76). Puffing on a modified camera (m = 4.45) was 

found easier than puffing on a microphone (m = 4.32). Overall, all statements were 

scored quite satisfactory by the participants. Prior to the experiments, all participants 

were quite confident that they can handle it, and they seemed excited to experience it. 
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Figure 3.11: Mean values of interaction techniques through evaluation metrics 

(accuracy, precision, recall, false positive rate) according to the participant groups (Mix, 

DG, CG) (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001). 
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After the experiments were completed, all participants agreed that both 

interaction techniques were easy to use and stated that they would be looking forward 

to operating a computer access application based on these interaction techniques. They 

also all declared that they liked the techniques and that controlling a computer via 

breathing only without purchasing any dedicated device sounded very promising. Many 

participants stated that the respiration-based methods proposed would be an efficient 

alternative for the people with severe motor-impairments. On the other hand, some 

participants underlined that respiration-based systems might be a problem for elderly 

people who might have respiration difficulties. We even had to exclude two volunteers 

because of their upper respiratory infection. Most participants were pleased with the 

scanning time in the evaluation software SITbench 1.0 (1000 milliseconds), though two 

of them suggested to adjust it slower to track highlighted objects easier. 

3.4 Conclusion and Discussion 

Most of respiration-based solutions for people with motor disabilities depend on 

expensive dedicated hardware called sip-and-puff switches beyond standard computer 

peripherals. Moreover, each sip-and-puff switch emulates different keyboard characters 

or mouse clicks based on the decision of its manufacturer, which leads to a 

standardization problem. A commonly agreed standard is lacking on the switch-

accessible software side as well; while some switch-accessible software expect to 

receive enter character, the others expect to receive different characters. On the other 

hand, non-invasive interaction techniques based on respiration activity are under-

explored in comparison to invasive techniques like sip-and-puff devices. In other words, 

respiration operated interaction techniques are mostly limited to invasive sip-and-puff 

devices. Although they might meet some requirements of their users, sip-and-puff 

devices are expensive systems and have tubes inside the users' mouth that have to be 

changed regularly due to hygiene concerns. As a different approach, to the best of our 

knowledge, there is just one solution called the BlowClick [47] which doesn't require a 

dedicated device. But it is unable to serve as a switch for any switch-accessible 

interface.  
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In order to overcome the above-mentioned problems, we propose two novel non-

invasive interaction techniques as software switches (the PuffCam and the PuffMic) 

based on the puff gesture alone where a strong puff detected by a microphone or a 

modified camera is considered as a pressed switch. Furthermore, both software switches 

provide the same functions of a traditional hardware switch and its software driver (i.e., 

an object on the screen can be selected, as it could be done by means of a hardware 

switch; and expected characters can be assigned, as they could be assigned by a software 

driver) without the need for a dedicated hardware and its software driver. Although the 

the PuffMic is similar to the BlowClick in terms of input method, the PuffMic differs 

from the BlowClick as being configurable to be compatible with switch-accessible 

interfaces. 

The usability study conducted with 46 participants demonstrated that the 

accuracy, precision, recall and false positive rate of the proposed interaction techniques 

were quite impressive. For all evaluation metrics (accuracy, precision, recall and false 

positive rate), the PuffMic exhibited the worst performance. The reasons behind this 

based on our observations is considered as follows: 

• Holding position of the headset microphone stable during the experiments is 

very important since the threshold value is assigned in the calibration step and 

highly depends on the initial position of the microphone. Any possible change 

in the position (angle or distance between the microphone and the user's mouth 

or nose) during the experiments might lead to a minor or a major change in the 

air pressure (originated from the exhalation pressure) applied on the 

microphone, which is considered as the main reason of high false positive rate. 

Although high resolution Uni-Directional-Cardioid Microphones can ease this 

problem, such microphones might be very expensive. Employing them is 

definitely out of the scope of this study because they are not standard computer 

peripherals; 

In terms of mean values of accuracy, precision and recall, CG members 

performed better than DG members for both software switches except for the PuffMic 
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in recall. DG members had a higher score of false positive rate than CG members for 

both interaction techniques, which means that DG members are more inclined to make 

false selection.  

We have also collected the subjective data with a questionnaire containing four 

statements ranked in a five-point Likert scale (Figure 3.9), responses of open-ended 

questions, feedback from participants and observations of researchers. According to the 

questionnaire for comfort assessment, all statements were rated quite satisfactory by 

participants. All participants agreed that they enjoyed using the proposed software 

switches. Moreover, they stated that the idea of controlling a computer via breathing 

without purchasing any dedicated device sounded very promising. On the other hand, 

each software switch is affected by the external factors differently. While the PuffMic 

is not affected by the light level (i.e., it can even work in the darkness), the PuffCam is 

highly robust to the external voices. Additionally, the PuffCam also is not affected by 

the user’s speech.  

This study provides a preliminary evidence of our software switch approach. 

Because non-invasive respiration-based systems are underestimated considering the 

limited number of previous studies in comparison with invasive respiration-based sip-

and-puff devices, this study can also encourage the researchers to place a greater 

emphasis on non-invasive respiration-based systems. Both software switches can be 

replaced with invasive puff devices in many cases. Because our system is cost-free 

(except for a laptop with a standard webcam or a microphone), the budget allocated for 

supplying expensive alternative assistive devices can be used for other requirements of 

people with disabilities, improving cost-efficiency for government social services. As a 

future study, we aim to compare the proposed software switches with traditional sip-

and-puff switches. It is also worth noting that, the application area of interaction 

techniques we proposed should not be considered just for computer access systems. 

These interaction techniques can be employed and integrated with any other system 

where a puff-gesture of the users can be used. We compared the performance of CG 

with DG to see whether there is any significant difference between the groups, because 

we aim that our approach will be utilized by able-bodied people as well. For example, 
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beyond assistive technology requirements, computer-game industry might employ our 

methods in a way that players use their respiration activity as a new input way while 

playing. 
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4 The HeadCam and the HeadGyro: Novel Interaction 

Techniques Based on a Single Head-Gesture 

 

4 
The HeadCam and the HeadGyro:  

Novel Interaction Techniques Based on a Single Head-Gesture 

Within this chapter, we focus on how to devise a better method that enables a person to 

interact with a computer by a single head-gesture. Head-operated CATs are useful 

solutions for the ones with complete head control; but when it comes to the people with 

only reduced head control, computer access becomes a very challenging task since the 

users depend on a single head-gesture like a head nod or a head tilt to interact with a 

computer. Therefore, two novel interaction techniques called the HeadCam and the 

HeadGyro are proposed within this chapter. In a nutshell, both interaction techniques 

are based on our software switch approach and can serve like traditional switches by 

recognizing head movements via a standard camera or a gyroscope sensor of a 

smartphone to translate them into emulated switch presses. A usability study with 36 

participants (18 motor-impaired, 18 able-bodied) is also conducted to collect both 

objective and subjective evaluation data in this study. While the HeadGyro software 

switch exhibits slightly higher performance than the HeadCam for each objective 

evaluation metrics, the HeadCam is rated better in subjective evaluation. All 

participants agree that the proposed interaction techniques are promising solutions for 

computer access task. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Head-operated CATs are considered as one of the most efficient examples of assistive 

solutions enabling hands-free computer access. They are generally based on human-

computer interaction (HCI) techniques where a mouse cursor is operated by the user's 

complete head control ability. However, for the people who have only reduced head 

control ability (i.e., the ones who cannot operate the mouse cursor by moving head or 

any other activity), computer access is a very challenging task since the users have to 

interact with a computer by a single head-gesture. It is obvious that any new efficient 

interaction techniques based on a single head-gesture will play an important role to 

develop better CATs for the people with only reduced head control. 

In accordance with our efforts to find a solution for people with only reduced 

head control to interact with a computer by a single head-gesture, we reviewed the 

current head-operated solutions in Section 4.2. We noticed that the majority of 

interaction techniques requires a complete head control ability. In other words, there are 

limited solutions which are capable of supporting single head-gesture access for people 

with reduced head movements. Considering these limited solutions which are single 

head-gesture based HCI techniques that provide alternative means for computer access 

task (given in Section 4.2.2), we identify two main problems. To overcome these 

problems, we propose two novel interaction techniques namely the HeadCam and the 

HeadGyro by following the principles of our software switch approach. The main 

problems of the existing systems and how we address them by applying our software 

switch approach are explained below: 

• Requirement of Dedicated Devices: Traditional button switches are dedicated 

devices beyond standard computer peripherals, while software-based techniques 

[56, 57] do not require any dedicated devices. As low-cost solutions, the 

HeadCam and the HeadGyro software switches are based on a standard camera 

and a gyroscope sensor of a smartphone, respectively. 
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• Compatibility with Switch-accessible Interfaces: Although current software-

based techniques [56, 57] support single head-gesture and do not require any 

dedicated device, they are unable to serve as a switch for any other switch-

accessible interfaces. In other words, they are not compatible with any switch-

accessible interface. They can only emulate mouse clicks within their interface. 

Both interaction techniques proposed can be configurable to generate any 

expected keyboard characters or mouse clicks, which makes them compatible 

with most switch-accessible interfaces.  

In a nutshell, both interaction techniques can serve like traditional switches by 

recognizing the head movements via a standard camera or a gyroscope sensor of a 

smartphone to translate them into virtual switch presses. Furthermore, they don't require 

a dedicated device, and they are compatible with most of switch-accessible interfaces. 

As low-cost alternatives, they can be replaced with expensive traditional head switches 

for computer access. Currently, they are the only options as switches for the ones with 

a limited head control alone (i.e., the ones who have to use a switch-based system for 

computer access) who cannot afford any dedicated device. They are also capable of 

recognizing any motion of the other body parts such as the user's shoulder or leg, which 

makes them quite flexible switches. By this way, different physical gestures can be 

targeted easily, when the user becomes tired. Besides, neither of the proposed software 

switches require a physical strength to be activated unlike physical switches; especially 

the HeadGyro can even detect a minimal head movement to transform it into an 

emulated switch press. Since the HeadGyro software switch isn't affected by external 

factors like light or wind, it could be also employed for outdoor activities (e.g., 

operating a wheelchair). 

A usability study with 36 participants (18 motor-impaired, 18 able-bodied) was 

conducted in order to evaluate the proposed software switches. The SITbench 1.0 

benchmark [55] was employed for objective evaluation. Besides, we also applied a 

System Usability Scale (SUS) [58] questionnaire for subjective evaluation. While the 

HeadGyro showed slightly higher performance than the HeadCam for each objective 

evaluation metrics, the HeadCam was rated better than the HeadGyro in subjective 
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evaluation. All participants agreed that the idea of controlling a computer via a single 

head-gesture without requiring any dedicated device sounded very promising. 

This chapter proceeds with a literature review to summarize the current head-

operated interaction techniques for computer access in Section 4.2. Subsequently, we 

introduce our software switches called the HeadGyro and the HeadCam proposed in 

Section 4.3. Then, we evaluate both interaction techniques by presenting objective and 

subjective evaluation results of our usability study in Section 4.4. Finally, we conclude 

and discuss our study in Section 4.5. 

4.2 Related Works 

In this section, to look from a broader perspective, we review the current head-operated 

HCI solutions that provide alternative means for computer access. We preferred to 

separate them into two main groups according to the condition whether they have a 

single head-gesture access support.  

4.2.1 Head-operated Interaction Techniques without a Single Head-

gesture Access Support 

Interaction techniques in this group require a complete head control ability for hands-

free computer access. In principle, they translate the users' head movements into mouse 

cursor movements in several ways. 

One of the most popular techniques is wearing inertial sensors such as a 

gyroscope or an accelerometer on head (via a helmet or a cap) to control a mouse pointer 

[17, 18, 59-67]. These inertial sensor-based systems are mostly combined with a 

different sensor/switch to perform a mouse click task (e.g., in a way that head 

movements are detected by inertial sensors to control mouse pointer, and mouse clicks 

are performed by a puff switch). Another sensor-based solution called Headmaster Plus 

[68], which was evaluated in LoPresti et al.'s work [69], consists of ultrasonic sensors. 

Briefly, the user wears a headset including three ultrasonic sensors that wait an 
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ultrasonic signal from a stationary transmitter on the user's computer. In this way, 

ultrasonic sensors determine the orientation of the user's head to convert them into 

mouse pointer coordinates. 

Using a head pointer —a head-worn stick in principle— is another solution 

which permits the users to control, press or touch any target [70] by head, although this 

method is rarely preferred nowadays. Similarly, head-operated joysticks are alternative 

tools which enable the users to point a mouse cursor on the screen [30]. 

On the other hand, a specific part of the user's face (e.g., the tip of the nose) or 

the user's whole head can be tracked by a standard camera in order to transform head 

movements into mouse cursor movements on a computer screen[36-38, 71-88]. Mouse 

click tasks such as left or right clicks are generally performed with dwelling method 

(i.e., the user holds the mouse cursor steady for a given amount of time to perform click 

tasks) or with multi-modal approaches by means of other gestures like eye-blinks or 

tooth-clicks. 

In addition to abovementioned approaches, head movements can also be 

followed by special camera-based systems to control a mouse cursor. In such systems, 

the user wears small reflective dots on his/her head/face or an infrared LED (light-

emitting diode) which is placed on a helmet or a pair of glasses. These reflective dots 

are illuminated by an infrared or near infrared light source, and then a standard camera 

[89-91] or an infrared camera [19] tracks the position of target signals (coming from 

reflective dots or an infrared LED) for mouse cursor pointing. Likewise, RGB-D 

cameras as new vision sensor technologies are also able to do 3D mapping of head 

position to control mouse pointer [92]. 

4.2.2 Head-operated Interaction Techniques with a Single Head-

gesture Access Support 

For the ones with only reduced head control, there have been limited solutions which 

are able to support single head-gesture access. Using a traditional button switch via a 

scanning interface is a common technique where a head switch is mounted close to the 
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user's head in a way that the user can hit it by tilting head (or by any activity moving 

head) [16, 93]. In addition to traditional hardware switches, there are just a few 

software-based techniques [56, 57] where a single head-gesture is employed to perform 

mouse clicks. In such techniques, the users are enabled to navigate the mouse cursor to 

the desired location by vision-based head tracking methods, and then mouse clicks are 

emulated according to the users' head-gestures as an alternative to dwelling method. 

4.3 Software Switches 

This section begins with the introduction of the common user interface of both software 

switches proposed. Afterward, The HeadCam and the HeadGyro software switches are 

explained respectively.  

4.3.1 The User Interface 

We designed a user interface, as shown in Figure 4.1 (a), which is employed for both 

software switches. Gamification techniques were applied to make software switches 

more engaging and fun. An initial state of the interface —where the user has a stable 

head position— can be seen in Figure 4.1 (a). The interface includes three dynamic 

game elements: (1) the earth, (2) the left and (3) the right red border lines. All three 

elements can be controlled by the user's head movements called pitch, yaw and roll as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1 (b).  
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Figure 4.1: (a) The initial state of the interface of the HeadCam and the HeadGyro 

software switches. (b) Rotational movements of a head. 

The sensitivity to control the game elements can be set according to the user's 

head control capability. As the sensitivity level gets higher, the user can move the game 

elements with a slower and minor head movement. The mission of the game is to save 

the earth from the gravity of a black hole by moving these three game elements until 

the earth intersects with the red border lines. Switch press and switch release are 

emulated according to this intersection situation. In other words, as soon as the earth 

intersects with the red border lines, a switch press is emulated until the end of 

intersection; while a switch release is emulated once the intersection between the earth 

and the red border lines is terminated. The intersection (i.e., switch press) is followed 

by a visual or an auditory sensory feedback provided to the user.  

At the beginning, the interface can be configured to emulate any keyboard press 

or mouse action. Following an intersection detected, the interface sends the expected 

characters or mouse clicks to the target switch-accessible software like a CAT. This way, 

the proposed software switches let the users to control any compatible switch-accessible 

software. If the HeadCam is selected to be configured, the colour of the tracked object 

(i.e., the user’s head) is also assigned. Both software switches are compatible with 

Windows-based operating systems and were developed under .NET 4.5 framework. 
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In order to calibrate the earth's position, we simulated a gravity function that 

pulls the earth toward the black hole constantly. The gravity function becomes 

ineffective during the intersection (i.e., switch press). Once the intersection is over (i.e., 

switch release), the gravity function is reactivated. In this way, if the user keeps his/her 

head stable for a while when there is not any intersection, the earth will be pulled to its 

initial position eventually by gravity (i.e., to the centre).  

As it is illustrated in Figure 4.2, each of six different head-gestures (i.e., 

rotational movements of the head) results in six different intersection states. While pitch 

(Figure 4.2 (a)) and yaw (Figure 4.2 (b)) movements control the earth's position, roll 

movements (Figure 4.2 (c)) operate the position of the right and the left red border lines. 

4.3.2 The HeadCam 

The HeadCam is based on a real-time video motion tracking algorithm which is similar 

with the PuffCam described in 3.2.3. In principle, the user's head is tracked by a built-

in camera or a standard webcam to translate the roll movements of the user's head (as 

can be seen in Figure 4.2 (c)) into emulated switch presses. The algorithm of the 

HeadCam is listed step-by-step below: 

 

Figure 4.2: Six different intersection states of the interface according to rotational 

movements of a head. 
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• Video frames are taken by a camera with a frame rate of 15 frames per second 

and a frame size of 320x240 pixels (Figure 4.3 (a)); 

• Euclidean colour filtering is applied for each video frames according to assigned 

colour of the target object to be tracked during configuration (Figure 4.3 (b)); 

• Following Euclidean colour filtering, video frames are converted to grayscale 

(Figure 4.3 (c)); 

• All objects are detected in video frames (Figure 4.3 (d)); 

• The greatest object is chosen if there is more than one object detected (Figure 

4.3 (e)); 

• The greatest object is tracked in real-time (Figure 4.3 (f)); 

• Every motion of the greatest object is transformed into the motion of the right 

or left red border lines as it is depicted in Figure 4.2 (c); 

• Once the earth intersects with the red border lines, a switch press is emulated. 

 

Figure 4.3: Steps of head tracking algorithm: (a) take video frames via camera; (b) apply 

Euclidean colour filter for each frame; (c) convert video frames to grayscale; (d) detect 

all objects in each frame; (e) choose the greatest object for each frame; (f) track the 

position of the greatest object. 

Image processing library called AForge.NET was employed for filtering and 

object detection. Two roll movements of the user's head (right and left head tilts) can be 
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easily recognized by the HeadCam, which makes our software switch capable of 

supporting double switch inputs for switch-accessible interfaces. 

4.3.3 The HeadGyro 

The HeadGyro interaction technique, basically, employs 3-axis gyroscope data of a 

smartphone —where the smartphone is placed on the user's head— to convert the 

rotational movements of the user's head into emulated switch presses. The smartphone 

can be placed on the user's head in several ways. For example, the user can wear a cap 

which is attached to the smartphone or a modified belt holding the smartphone as can 

be seen in Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4: The placement of the smartphone on the user's head for the HeadGyro 

software switch. 

The gyroscope is an important inertial sensor and mainly used to measure 

angular velocity of the sensor in inertial space. In other words, it measures the rate of 

change of the sensor’s orientation. Today, inertial sensors like gyroscope are based on 

microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology. They are employed in modern 

smartphones frequently since they are small, cheap, light, and offer low power 

consumption. In spite of all these advantages, because of the electromagnetic 

interference and the influence of semiconductor thermal noise, MEMS based sensors 

can exhibit high frequency noise like jitter, which affects the accuracy of the detected 
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angular velocity. There have been several filtering methods used so far to reduce the 

noise of gyroscope data such as high/low-pass filter, forward linear filter, wavelet filter 

and Kalman filter. We preferred the Kalman filter to avoid jitter, considering the real-

time requirements and its feasibility. We also developed a mobile application depending 

on Android operating system —which communicates with the computer in a wireless 

local area network (WLAN)— to convey the stream gyroscope data to the computer. 

The algorithm behind the HeadGyro is basically described step-by-step below: 

• Real-time gyroscope stream data of the smartphone's 3-axis gyroscope sensor is 

drawn by our Android application; 

• The Android application conveys this stream gyroscope data wirelessly to the 

computer; 

• A simple Kalman filter is applied to this stream data as shown in Figure 4.5; 

• Every motion of the user's head is translated into the motion of the game 

elements as illustrated in Figure 4.2; 

• Once the earth intersects with the red border lines, a switch press is emulated. 

4.4 Evaluation 

A usability study was conducted to collect objective and subjective data. In this section, 

firstly we introduce the characteristics of participants. Then, we present the apparatus 

used within this study. Afterward, we briefly explain the tests and the procedure applied 

during the evaluation of the HeadCam and the HeadGyro. At last, we conclude the 

section with our experimental findings. 

4.4.1 Participants 

Following the approval of the Ethics Committee of the Izmir Katip Celebi University 

(Turkey) on 10.10.2018 (with a decision number: 332), the usability study was 

conducted at Medical Faculty of the University. All participants gave their informed 

consent before they participated in the study. A total of 36 participants, including 18 

females and 18 males, took part in the evaluation of the proposed systems. While, 
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disability group (DG) comprises 18 participants (6 females, 12 males)  with motor-

disabilities whose ages ranged between 18 and 68, control group (CG) without 

disabilities includes 18 people (12 females, 6 males) whose ages ranged between 18 and 

59. 

 

Figure 4.5: Two different stream data graphs based on the x-axis of the gyroscope sensor 

of two different participants when participants nod their head. Blue and red lines 

represent unfiltered and Kalman filtered gyroscope data, respectively. 

In Table 4.1, age statistics of all participants are summarized according to 

groups. Main characteristics of the participants are listed in Table 4.2. All participants 

in DG were under medical treatment for several motor disabilities, while the 

experiments were conducted. On the other hand, participants of CG were generally 

accompanies of DG or staff working at the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 

Department. All participants met the following inclusion criteria: they are supposed to 

(1) find a target on the screen; (2) follow a moving target; (3) maintain gaze on a stable 
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target; (4) stay focused on tests during experiments. As an inclusion criteria, all 

voluntary participants in DG had several difficulties in controlling their hands and thus 

couldn't operate a computer with conventional ways (i.e., with a mouse and a keyboard). 

Besides, there were five participants in DG who have reduced head control. Prior to 

experiments, we applied the MMSE —30-point questionnaire for cognitive 

assessment— to validate whether the participants can meet the cognitive ability to 

complete our tests. 

Table 4.1: Age statistics of the participants according to the groups. 

Groups Gender     Mean Age Number of 

Participants 

Mix Mix 43.2 (sd = 15.3) 36 

Mix Female 39.3 (sd = 14.2) 18 

Mix Male 47.1 (sd = 15.7) 18 

DG Mix 46.1 (sd = 17.3) 18 

DG Female 38.0 (sd = 19.5) 6 

DG Male 50.1 (sd = 15.4) 12 

CG Mix 40.3 (sd = 12.8) 18 

CG Female 39.9 (sd = 11.8) 12 

CG Male 41.3 (sd = 15.7) 6 

 

Table 4.2: Main characteristics of the participants. 

The User Age Gender Disability 

DG1 68 Male Hemiplegia 

DG2 21 Female Hemiplegia 

DG3 59 Male Hemiplegia 

DG4 27 Male Tetraplegia 

DG5 58 Male Hemiplegia 

DG6 57 Male Hemiplegia 
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DG7 31 Female Hemiplegia 

DG8 18 Female Hemiplegia 

DG9 34 Female Hemiplegia 

DG10 63 Female Hemiplegia 

DG11 53 Male Hemiplegia 

DG12 65 Male Hemiplegia 

DG13 38 Male Hemiplegia 

DG14 62 Male Hemiplegia 

DG15 61 Female Hemiplegia 

DG16 34 Male Hemiplegia 

DG17 23 Male Hemiplegia 

DG18 58 Male Hemiplegia 

CG19 18 Female None 

CG20 51 Female None 

CG21 43 Female None 

CG22 55 Male None 

CG23 22 Male None 

CG24 27 Male None 

CG25 59 Female None 

CG26 25 Female None 

CG27 32 Male None 

CG28 41 Female None 

CG29 50 Female None 

CG30 28 Female None 

CG31 40 Female None 

CG32 34 Female None 

CG33 45 Female None 

CG34 45 Female None 

CG35 58 Male None 

CG36 52 Male None 
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4.4.2 Apparatus 

A laptop (Lenovo G505S; CPU: AMD A8-4500M 1.9 GHz; RAM: 6 GB DDR3; screen: 

LCD 15.6; OS: Windows 10 64 bits; resolution: 1600 x 900), an integrated camera of 

laptop (max digital video resolution: 1280 x 720; Image Sensor Type: 0.3 MP CMOS), 

and a smartphone with gyroscope sensor (Sony Xperia XZ1 Compact; CPU: Qualcomm 

Snapdragon 835; RAM: 4GB; OS: Android Oreo 8.0) were employed for experiments. 

4.4.3 Tests 

We used the SITbench 1.0 benchmark —presented in Chapter 6— which helps 

researchers to evaluate switch-based systems objectively. By means of this tool, 

objective evaluation data can be collected and saved automatically with standardized 

tests. To this end, we employed the Tie-Smiley Matching Game (TSMG) and Hungry 

Frog Game (HFG) tests of the SITbench 1.0.  

For subjective evaluation, we applied the System Usability Scale (SUS) 

questionnaire [58] which consists of ten statements with a five-point Likert scale as can 

be seen in Table 4.3. Scale values range from 1 to 5 (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 

3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree). A SUS score (ranging 

from 0 to 100) is calculated based on scale value of the statements in a way that: (1) 

score contributions of each statement are summed where the score contribution is the 

scale value minus 1 for statements 1, 3, 5, 7, 9; the score contribution is 5 minus the 

scale value for statements 2, 4, 6, 8, 10; (2) the sum of the score contributions is 

multiplied by 2.5 to calculate the SUS score. 
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Table 4.3: Statements of the SUS questionnaire with average scale values of all 

participants. ∆ symbol is replaced with the HeadGyro and the HeadCam, respectively, 

during assessments. 

Statements The HeadGyro 

Average Scale 

The HeadCam 

Average Scale 

1. I think that I would like to use ∆ frequently 4.11 4.07 

2. I found ∆ unnecessarily complex 1.16 1.14 

3. I thought ∆ was easy to use 4.41 4.30 

4. I think that I would need the support of a 

technical person to be able to use ∆ 

2.22 1.52 

5. I found the various functions in ∆ were well 

integrated 

4.30 4.30 

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency 

in ∆ 

1.19 1.22 

7. I would imagine that most people would 

learn to use ∆ very quickly 

4.33 4.33 

8. I found ∆ very cumbersome to use 1.41 1.11 

9. I felt very confident using ∆ 3.97 4.27 

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I 

could get going with ∆ 

1.13 1.13 

 

4.4.4 Procedure 

At the beginning, the participants were informed about the test verbally. Then, we 

ensured that the participants and devices were positioned properly. Following a proper 

positioning, we let them to practice the tests (in a counterbalanced order) under our 

guidance, until they feel confident to start the tests. Afterwards, we applied two tests of 

the SITbench 1.0 to collect objective data: (1) TSMG: each software switch was tested 

by each participant (n = 36) with the first three templates of TSMG where scanning time 
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was 1000 milliseconds. (2) HFG: each software switch was tested by each participant 

(n = 36) with the first three scenarios of HFG. 

We applied the tests in the counterbalanced order to avoid learning and repetition 

effects. In order to prevent the mental or physical fatigue, we allowed the participants 

to get rest up to 5 minutes between the experiments. At the end of the SITbench 1.0 

experiments, we also applied the SUS questionnaire to the participants for quantitative 

subjective evaluation. Besides, we collected the qualitative subjective data via our 

observations and participants’ responses of open-ended questions about two software 

switches proposed within this study. 

4.4.5 Objective Data based Results 

As can be seen in Figure 4.6, according to the results of TSMG experiments, the 

HeadGyro demonstrated slightly better performance than the HeadCam in all 

performance evaluation metrics (accuracy, precision, recall, and false-positive rate). In 

terms of accuracy, mean value of the HeadGyro (m = 0.938) was greater than the 

HeadCam (m = 0.904), and the difference among mean values was found statistically 

significant (p < 0.05) according to Student's t-test for both software switches. For 

precision, the HeadGyro (m = 0.921) exhibited better performance than the HeadCam 

(m = 0.872), and there was a significant difference among means (p < 0.05). Regarding 

recall, the HeadGyro (m = 0.910) was followed by the HeadCam (m = 0.863) with a 

significant difference among means (p < 0.05) of both interaction techniques. For false-

positive rate, the HeadCam (m = 0.077) was ahead of the HeadGyro (m = 0.048), and 

the difference among means was significant (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 4.6: Mean values of interaction techniques acquired from all participants through 

evaluation metrics of TSMG including accuracy, precision, recall, and false positive 

rate (*p < 0.05). 

Figure 4.7 presents the mean values of each software switches for TSMG 

depending on the participant groups (Mix, DG, CG). CG members performed better 

than DG members for both software switches according to the mean values through 

accuracy, precision and recall evaluation metrics. In false positive rate score, DG had 

higher scores than CG for software switches, which means that DG members made false 

selections more frequently when compared to CG members. The Student’s t-tests for 

both interaction techniques through all evaluation metrics was applied to check whether 

there is a significant difference between the performance of DG members and CG 

members. The difference among means between DG and CG was not significant for all 

metrics. 

Likewise, the HeadGyro proved a better performance in comparison to the 

HeadCam for all evaluation metrics of HFG (Figure 4.8) (average press time, average 

release time, the fastest press time, the slowest press time, the fastest release time, and 

the slowest release time). Mean values of both interaction techniques were presented in 

Table 4.4 depending on HFG experiments. According to p-values based on the Student's 

t-test results of all participants for both interaction techniques, it is demonstrated that 

there is a statistically significant difference among the means of the HeadGyro and the 

HeadCam through all evaluation metrics. 
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Figure 4.7: Mean values of the software switches through evaluation metrics (accuracy, 

precision, recall, false positive rate) according to the participant groups (Mix, DG, CG). 
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Figure 4.8: Mean values of two software switches for all participants through evaluation 

metrics of HFG (average press time, the fastest press time, the slowest press time, 

average release time, the fastest release time, and the slowest release time) (*p < 0.05; 

**p < 0.01). 

Table 4.4: Mean values of the HeadGyro and the HeadCam through evaluation metrics 

of HFG (average press time, the fastest press time, the slowest press time, average 

release time, the fastest release time, and the slowest release time) for all participants. 

Metric Type The HeadGyro The HeadCam 

Average Press 0.514 0.582 

The Fastest Press 0.402 0.424 

The Slowest Press 0.670 0.775 

Average Release 0.204 0.255 

The Fastest Release 0.140 0.176 

The Slowest Release 0.281 0.342 

 

4.4.6 Subjective Data based Results 

Results of the SUS questionnaire as quantitative subjective data are listed in Table 4.3. 

The average scale values acquired from all participants are represented according to the 
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HeadGyro and the HeadCam. The average SUS scores were calculated as 85.0 and 87,9 

for the HeadGyro and the HeadCam, respectively.  

According to the SUS adjective rating scale [94], both SUS scores can be 

considered as excellent. After the experiments, all participants agreed that both 

proposed interaction techniques are promising solutions for computer access tasks. 

They also declared that they were looking forward to experience both software switches 

to control a computer. Regarding to experiments with the SITbench 1.0, five participants 

stated that they would perform better if the scanning time/speed of TSMG test was set 

to a slower value, while four participants suggested to increase the size of smileys. All 

participants were pleased with the visual and auditory sensory feedback provided to the 

user during tests once the switch is activated or the target is appeared. While 31 of all 

participants declared that they would prefer to use the HeadCam for computer access, 5 

of them chose the HeadGyro as their favourite software switch. They all agreed that 

gamification techniques made software switches more engaging. None of the 

participants experienced any fatigue during tests. 

4.5 Conclusion and Discussion 

Hands-free computer access via head movements is already a challenging task in 

comparison to conventional ways, but when it comes to the people who have limited 

head control, computer access becomes a more challenging task since the users are 

obligated to interact with a computer by a single head-gesture like a head nod or a head 

tilt. On the other hand, high-cost of dedicated devices —employed by the majority of 

current head-operated HCI solutions— creates a new barrier, although the aim of 

universal access is to break the barriers to enable equal opportunity and access for 

people with disabilities.  

Alternative computer access methods can provide several useful services for the 

ones with motor disabilities in every part of life such as communication and education. 

Any new interaction techniques enabling computer access with minimal head 

movements will obviously help to enhance the quality of life and the self-sufficiency of 
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people with reduced head control ability alone. Therefore, we proposed two novel 

interaction techniques called the HeadGyro and the HeadCam which depend on the 

gyroscope sensor of a smartphone and a standard camera, respectively. Both interaction 

techniques are based on our software switch approach that provides a comprehensive 

solution to the following problems of the current single head-gesture based interaction 

techniques: (1) requirement of dedicated devices, (2) compatibility with switch-

accessible interfaces. In accordance with two principles of our software switch 

approach, the HeadGyro and the HeadCam software switches (1) don't require any 

dedicated devices; and (2) are configurable to be compatible with switch-accessible 

interfaces. In a nutshell, both software switches can serve like traditional switches by 

recognizing head movements via a standard camera or a gyroscope sensor of a 

smartphone to transform them into virtual switch presses. 

According to the evaluation data of conducted usability study with 36 

participants, HeadGyro showed slightly better performance than the HeadCam in 

objective evaluation, while the HeadCam was rated better than the HeadGyro in 

subjective evaluation. Furthermore, 31 of all participants declared that they would 

prefer to use the HeadCam for computer access, while 5 of them selected the HeadGyro. 

Based on our observations, the reasons behind this situation are considered as follows: 

(1) The head control ability is the key factor for this situation. The ones who have 

complete head control ability (31 participants) rated the HeadCam, while the ones with 

reduced head control (5 participants) preferred the HeadGyro since the HeadGyro is 

more sensitive and thus capable of recognizing tiny head movements. (2) The ones with 

complete head control can easily activate the software switch via a standard camera. As 

it was expected, wearing a smartphone on the head was found an unnecessary solution 

by the participants as long as their head control capability remains unimpaired or their 

head movements can be detected by the HeadCam. However, the HeadGyro can be 

advantageous if (1) the users cannot move their head enough to be recognized by a 

camera, or if (2) the external factors (e.g., low/high light or any moving object behind 

the user) cannot be tolerated by camera-based tracking. As can be concluded from the 

results of objective evaluation, the HeadGyro works in a more sensitive way in 

comparison to the HeadCam. On the other hand, CG members performed slightly better 
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than DG members for both software switches through accuracy, precision and recall 

metrics. According to false positive rate score, DG members are more inclined to make 

false selections.  

Both software switches can serve as the only low-cost options for the ones with 

limited head control who cannot afford the systems depending on high-cost dedicated 

devices. Beyond the head motions, the proposed software switches can be quite flexible 

by recognizing the other body motions to transform them into emulated switch presses. 

This flexibility also permits the user to change the targeted body motion once the user 

became tired. On the other hand, we didn’t find any significant difference between the 

performance of DG and CG members, which means that the proposed software switches 

could be employed for able-bodied people efficiently. They can be employed in multi-

modal systems as new input techniques beyond the assistive technology area (e.g., as a 

new input for a computer video game). As another application domain, the HeadGyro 

software switch might be preferred during outdoor activities, since it is quite durable 

against the external factors like low light, high noise, and air conditions. As a future 

work, any other physical gesture —which is well-controlled by the user— can be 

targeted to evaluate the efficiency and usability of the proposed interaction techniques.  
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5 The GLOSTER 1.0: A new Single-switch Accessible CAT 

with a Novel Mouse Pointing Technique 

 

 

 

 

5 
The GLOSTER 1.0:  

A new Single-switch Accessible All-in-one CAT with a Novel 

Mouse Pointing Technique  

In this chapter, we focus on how to devise a better CAT that enables a person to 

control a computer with a single-gesture. Therefore, we propose a new single-switch 

accessible CAT called the GLOSTER 1.0 with a novel mouse pointing technique called 

the CoorP. By means of the GLOSTER 1.0, trigger signals coming from the switches 

can be translated into meaningful commands to control a computer. As an all-in-one 

solution, it provides all three functions —pointing, clicking, and typing— 

conventionally performed by a mouse and a keyboard. A usability study conducted with 

20 participants suggests that the CoorP provides a better solution than the CrossHair 

technique —which is the most popular mouse pointing technique in literature— to the 

single-switch based mouse pointing problem. Furthermore, the overall SUS score as 

86,1 also demonstrates the high usability of the GLOSTER 1.0 in a real-life scenario. 
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5.1 Introduction 

In conventional use, computer access is achieved by means of three basic functions as 

pointing, clicking, and typing; where pointing and clicking are performed by a mouse, 

and typing is performed by a keyboard. In case the users cannot access a computer 

through these conventional input methods because of motor-disabilities, the CATs are 

employed as useful solutions which allow the users to perform these three functions 

indirectly. Several types of CATs, which vary according to the CATs' abilities based on 

these three functions, have been developed so far. For example, while all-in-one CATs 

are capable of providing all three functions [3, 95-99], some CATs can only provide a 

specific function such as typing [100-107]. 

In CATs, typing and clicking are generally carried out using switches via a 

scanning method, while mouse pointing is mostly performed in a way that the user's 

head or eye movements are translated into the mouse cursor movements. But, if the user 

has an only single-gesture unimpaired, computer access becomes a harder task since all 

three functions have to be performed with a single-gesture/single-switch. Especially, 

single-switch based mouse pointing is a very challenging task in CATs. 

We review the existing CATs which allow single-switch based mouse pointing 

in Section 5.2. We notice that they all depend on scanning techniques for mouse cursor 

pointing where the whole screen is scanned in several directions (i.e., vertical, 

horizontal or rotational) until the desired location is reached. Besides, there is just one 

non-commercial CAT allowing single-switch based mouse pointing, which means that 

the majority of existing solutions are not accessible for the ones who have financial 

difficulties to afford such CATs. 

Within this chapter, we present a new cost-free single-switch accessible all-in-

one CAT called the GLOSTER 1.0. As a different approach, we propose a novel single-

switch based mouse pointing technique called the CoorP. It aims to improve the most 

popular mouse pointing technique called the CrossHair (described in Section 5.2) by 

navigating the mouse cursor to the target point more accurately at the same scan-line 

sensitivity. A usability study was conducted with 20 participants to evaluate the 
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proposed CAT with the CoorP. We also develope a new test tool called the 

PointingChallenge for this usability study. The results of the usability study revealed 

that the CoorP performed more accurate mouse pointing than the CrossHair. On the 

other hand, for the ones who have difficulties to speak, the GLOSTER 1.0 also includes 

a speech-generator module as an AAC tool which converts the text typed by the user to 

speech.  

This chapter proceeds with a section that reviews the existing solutions. 

Afterwards, we introduce the proposed CAT with the novel CoorP mouse pointing 

technique in Section 5.3. Then, we evaluate the GLOSTER 1.0 in Section 5.4 according 

to the conducted usability study. Lastly, we conclude and discuss our study in Section 

5.5. 

5.2 Related Works 

In this section, we summarize the existing CATs that allow single-switch based mouse 

pointing in Table 5.1 according to the following three properties: 

Is All-in-one: (Yes / No) The all-in-one CATs allow the users to perform all three 

functions —pointing, clicking, and typing— by using a single-switch, while the other 

CATs do not support single-switch based typing. In such cases, the user has to employ 

an on-screen keyboard for typing. 

Is Commercial: (Yes / No) The ACAT [95] is the only cost-free CAT among the existing 

ones described in Table 5.1. 

Scanning Technique: There have been six different scanning techniques which are 

employed by the current single-switch based mouse pointing techniques. In principle, 

they help to navigate the mouse cursor position to the desired point on the screen: 

The CrossHair: This is the most preferred mouse pointing technique by the 

existing CATs. It is generally performed in 4 steps: 
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(1) A horizontal scan-line scans up/down the screen continuously.  

(2) The user presses the switch to stop the scanning when the horizontal scan-

line intersects with the target point.  

(3) Then, a vertical scan-line starts to scan the screen from the left/right side to 

the opposite side.  

(4) The next switch press stops the vertical scan-line when it intersects with the 

target point. 

The Inverse CrossHair: Although this scanning technique is similar with the 

CrossHair method described above, horizontal and vertical scanning depend on 

the press time of the switch. 

(1) A horizontal scan-line scans up/down the screen as long as the user presses 

the switch.  

(2) The user releases the switch to stop the scanning when the horizontal scan-

line intersects with the target point.  

(3) The user holds the switch pressed in order for a vertical scan-line scans the 

screen from the left/right side to the opposite side.  

(4) The next switch release stops the vertical scan-line when it intersects with 

the target point. 

The RadarMouse: This technique scans the screen like a radar as described in 

steps below: 

(1) A line arrow rotates clockwise/counter-clockwise around the centre of the 

screen.  

(2) The user presses the switch to stop the rotational scanning when the line 

arrow intersects with the target point.  

(3) Then, the mouse cursor moves in the direction of the arrow.  

(4) A final switch press stops the mouse cursor at the target point. 

The Divide'nConquer: This technique aims to approach the target point by 

dividing the screen several times. For example, initially the entire screen is 
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divided into two sub-parts. These two sub-parts are highlighted one-by-one until 

the user presses the switch to select the sub-part covering the target point. These 

divisions are repeated until the last divided screen is small enough.  

The SelectDirectionFirst: The user presses the switch to select a direction 

offered in a scanning menu according to the target point. These directions are 

generally represented by arrows. Following the first switch press, the mouse 

cursor starts to move through the selected direction until the user presses the 

switch to stop it. If the mouse cursor is not at the target point, these steps are 

repeated by the user. 

The Inverse SelectDirectionFirst: In a similar way with the SelectDirectionFirst 

technique, the user first presses the switch to select a direction offered in a 

scanning menu according to the target point. Then the user keeps the switch 

pressed to move the mouse cursor through the selected direction until the user 

releases the switch to stop the mouse cursor. These steps are repeated by the 

user, if the mouse cursor is not at the target point. 

Table 5.1: Summary of the existing CATs allowing single-switch based mouse pointing. 

Name Is All-in-one Is Commercial Scanning Technique 

ACAT [95] yes no CrossHair 

Grid 3 [96] yes yes RadarMouse 

SwitchXS [3] yes yes RadarMouse, 

SelectDirectionFirst 

EZ Keys [97] yes yes CrossHair, 

RadarMouse 

WINSCAN 3.0 CS 

[98] 

yes yes Inverse 

SelectDirectionFirst 

QUALIWORLD 

Basic [99] 

yes yes CrossHair, 

SelectDirectionFirst 

CrossScanner [108] no yes CrossHair,        

Inverse CrossHair 
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ScanBuddy [2] no yes Divide'nConquer 

GUS [109] no yes CrossHair, 

RadarMouse 

5.3 Design of the GLOSTER 1.0 

In this section, first, the user interface of the proposed CAT is introduced. Then, we 

explain how pointing, clicking and typing functions are achieved to control a computer 

by a single-switch. 

5.3.1 The User Interface 

As can be seen from the Figure 5.1, the GLOSTER 1.0 includes 4 modules to perform 

the pointing, clicking and typing functions. The interface locks itself to the right side of 

screen once the computer is started. At the beginning, in the configuration step, the 

expected key can be assigned according to the trigger signal which is sent by the 

preferred switch. For mouse cursor pointing function, in the configuration step, the user 

configures the scan-line sensitivity which is the time required in milliseconds to scan 1 

pixel. For example, if the scan-line sensitivity is set to 10 milliseconds/pixel, then the 

vertical/horizontal scan-line moves one pixel for each 10 milliseconds. In other words, 

the scan-line scans 100 pixel for each second. The scanning time is also assigned in the 

configuration step which defines how fast the icons, the letters and the numbers are 

highlighted in the modules. 
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Figure 5.1:  The user interface of the GLOSTER 1.0 including 4 modules. (a) The main 

menu module to select the pointing, clicking, and typing functions. (b) The numbers 

module to type the numbers and define the coordinates of the target point. (c) The speller 

module to type the letters. (d) The speech-generator module to convert the typed texts 

to speech. 

In the main menu module (Figure 5.1 (a) and Figure 5.2), pointing, clicking, and 

typing functions are represented by icons. An automatic linear scanning method is 

employed to select these functions. In this method, first, the represented functions are 

highlighted one-by-one on screen for a scanning time; then, the user activates the switch 

if the highlighted icon is what s/he intends to select.  

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 5.2: The main menu module to select the pointing, clicking, and typing functions. 

(a) Mouse left-click. (b) Mouse right-click. (c) Mouse pointing function. (d) Mouse 

double-click. (e) Mouse middle-click. (f) Typing function. 

By means of the numbers (Figure 5.1 (b)) and the speller (Figure 5.1 (c)) 

modules, the user can type the letters and the numbers; while the speech-generator 

module (Figure 5.1(d)) enables to convert the text typed by the user to speech. 

5.3.2 Pointing: The CoorP Technique 

The mouse cursor pointing function of the GLOSTER 1.0 is based on our novel CoorP 

technique. The user first selects the arrow icon (Figure 5.2 (c)) —which represents the 

mouse pointing function— in the main menu. Then, the CoorP technique is employed 

to navigate the mouse cursor. In principle, the CoorP improves the CrossHair technique 

in 7 steps. The first 3 steps reduce the whole screen to a more manageable size and help 

to approach to the target point more quickly than the CrossHair technique. 

(1) At first, the whole screen (except the GLOSTER 1.0 interface) is divided into 

100 sub-parts according to X-Y coordinate plane as can be seen in Figure 5.3. 

Thus, the user can recognize the target sub-part which includes the target point.  

(2) Then, the user defines the X-coordinate of the target sub-part (between 0 and 9) 

in the numbers module (Figure 5.1 (b)) by pressing the switch if the highlighted 

number is the desired one. The numbers are highlighted according to the 

scanning time assigned at the configuration step. 

(3) Afterwards, the second switch press defines the Y-coordinate of the target sub-

part. Thus, the target sub-part can be focused in the following steps by 

employing the CrossHair technique.  

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
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(4) Following the identification of the target sub-part, a vertical scan-line starts to 

scan the identified sub-part from left to the right according to the scan-line 

sensitivity assigned in the configuration step.  

(5) The third switch press stops the vertical scan-line when it intersects with the 

target point. Thus, the X-coordinate of the target point is identified.  

(6) Then, a horizontal scan-line scans the identified sub-part from the bottom to the 

top.  

(7) The user presses the switch when the horizontal scan-line intersects with the 

target point. This fourth switch press identifies the Y-coordinate of the target 

point. At the end of this step, the mouse cursor is navigated to the identified 

target point. 

 

Figure 5.3: The user interface of the GLOSTER 1.0 which is divided into 100 sub-parts 

once the mouse cursor pointing function is selected. 

5.3.3 Clicking 

Clicking is performed by selecting the desired mouse click function within the main 

menu via the automatic linear scanning technique. For example, once the user selects 

the mouse left-click (Figure 5.2 (a)), the GLOSTER 1.0 emulates a left-click at the 

current position of the mouse cursor on the screen.  
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5.3.4 Typing 

For typing function, the user selects the ABC icon (Figure 5.2 (f)) which represents the 

speller module from the main menu. Following this selection, row-column scanning 

method begins in the speller module. First, the rows are highlighted one by one from 

the top to the bottom until the user selects the desired row. Then, the letters are 

highlighted one-by-one. If the highlighted letter is the targeted one, the user hits the 

switch to type that letter into the speech-generator module or anywhere receiving text 

input on the screen such as the address bar of a web browser. The user can also pass to 

the numbers module from the speller menu to type the numbers. 

5.4 Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the GLOSTER 1.0 and the proposed mouse pointing 

technique CoorP in accordance with the results of a usability study conducted by us. 

Firstly, the participants are introduced. Then, we present the apparatus used in the 

usability study. Afterward, the tests and the procedure applied during the evaluation are 

explained. Lastly, we conclude the section by sharing the objective and the subjective 

evaluation data. 

5.4.1 Participants 

The usability study was conducted at Medical Faculty of the Izmir Katip Celebi 

University (Turkey) after the approval of the Ethics Committee of the University on 

10.10.2018 (with a decision number: 334). Informed consents of all participants were 

received prior to the experiments. A total of 20 participants (11 males and 9 females) 

whose ages ranged between 21 and 65, took part in the evaluation of the proposed 

systems.  

Table 5.2 summarizes the age statistics of all participants according to 

participants’ gender. All voluntary participants have several difficulties in controlling 

their hands and thus couldn't operate a computer with conventional ways. Besides, they 
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were all under medical treatment for several motor disabilities, while the experiments 

were conducted. All participants can (1) move their head; (2) find a target on the screen; 

(3) follow a moving target; (4) maintain gaze on a stable target; (5) stay focused on tests 

during experiments. We also applied the MMSE prior to experiments to validate that 

the participants have sufficient cognitive ability to complete our tests. 

Table 5.2: Age statistics of the participants according to the genders. 

Gender     Mean Age Number of 

Participants 

Mix 44.8 (sd = 13.2) 20 

Female 42.7 (sd = 12.0) 9 

Male 46.6 (sd = 14.4) 11 

5.4.2 Apparatus 

A laptop (Lenovo G505S; CPU: AMD A8-4500M 1.9 GHz; RAM: 6 GB DDR3; screen: 

LCD 15.6; OS: Windows 10 64 bits; resolution: 1600 x 900) and a smartphone with 

gyroscope sensor (Sony Xperia XZ1 Compact; CPU: Qualcomm Snapdragon 835; 

RAM: 4GB; OS: Android Oreo 8.0) were employed for the experiments. 

5.4.3 Tests 

We developed a new test tool called PointingChallenge for the experiments to collect 

the objective evaluation data. By means of this tool, we compare the CrossHair and the 

proposed CoorP techniques through a standardized test.  

The user interface of the PointingChallenge can be seen in Figure 5.4. There are 

3 different square boxes in a white panel whose size is 1000 pixels in width and 600 

pixels in height. Sizes of the red, green and blue square boxes are 30x30, 25x25 and 

20x20 pixels, respectively. The test tool has three input parameters to be configured 

previous to start the test. The first one is the mouse pointing technique to be tested (i.e., 

the Crosshair or the CoorP), while the second one is the scan-line sensitivity which is 

described in Section 5.3.1. The last input parameter is the scanning time which defines 
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how fast the numbers are highlighted if the CoorP pointing technique is tested. After the 

test is completed, it provides a performance evaluation metric as an output called the 

mispoint count. In principle, the mispoint count is the sum of the wrong mouse cursor 

pointings during the test. 

 

Figure 5.4: The user interface of the PointingChallenge with three boxes in different 

sizes and colors. 

In the test, the user aims to navigate the mouse cursor onto the target square 

boxes in an order. The test is performed as follows: 

(1) The test begins once the start button is clicked. 

(2) Firstly, the red box is targeted. To do this, the test tool scans the white panel 

according to the employed mouse pointing technique. If the user succeeds to 

point the mouse cursor onto the red box, the step 3 begins. But, if the user makes 

a wrong mouse cursor pointing, the step 2 is repeated until the user succeeds. 
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During the test, the test tool counts all wrong mouse pointings as the mispoint 

count.   

(3) Next, the green box is targeted. If the user succeeds, the step 4 begins. 

Otherwise, the step 3 is repeated. 

(4) Lastly, the blue box is targeted. If the user succeeds, the test stops. Otherwise, 

this step is repeated. 

At the end of the test, the mispoint count can be seen on the interface. 

In the test, the CoorP technique is employed as it is described in Section 5.3.2, 

while the CrossHair technique is employed as below: 

(1) A horizontal scan-line begins to scan the white panel from the bottom to the 

top according to the scan-line sensitivity.  

(2) The user presses the switch if the horizontal scan-line intersects with the 

target box. The first switch press defines the Y-coordinate of the target box 

on the screen. 

(3) A vertical scan-line scans the white panel from the left side to the right side.  

(4) The user presses the switch to stop the scanning when the vertical scan-line 

intersects with the target box. This switch press defines the X- coordinate. 

For subjective evaluation, we employ a SUS questionnaire which consists of ten 

statements with a five-point Likert scale as can be seen in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: The statements of the SUS questionnaire according to the GLOSTER 1.0 

with average scale values of all participants. 

Statements Scale 

1. I would like to use the GLOSTER 1.0 frequently. 4.01 

2. I found the GLOSTER 1.0 unnecessarily complex. 1.11 

3. I found the GLOSTER 1.0 easy to use. 4.23 

4. I would need the support of a technical person to be able to 

use the GLOSTER 1.0. 

1.64 
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5. I found the various functions in the GLOSTER 1.0 were well 

integrated. 

4.10 

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in the GLOSTER 

1.0. 

1.34 

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use the 

GLOSTER 1.0 very quickly. 

4.29 

8. I found the GLOSTER 1.0 very cumbersome/awkward to use. 1.12 

9. I felt very confident using the GLOSTER 1.0. 4.22 

10. I need to learn a lot of things before I could get going with 

the GLOSTER 1.0. 

1.20 

 

5.4.4 Procedure 

First, the participants were informed about the test. Then, they practiced the tests in a 

counterbalanced order under our guidance. For all tests, the HeadGyro software switch 

which is described in Section 4.3.3 was employed. When the participants felt confident 

enough to start the tests, we applied the tests as follows: 

(1) The CoorP and the CrossHair techniques were tested by each participant (n=20) 

twice for two different scan-line sensitivity values as 10 and 20, where the 

scanning time is 1000 milliseconds via the PointingChallenge tool. The tests 

were applied in the counterbalanced order to avoid learning and repetition 

effects. The participants were also allowed to get rest up to 5 minutes between 

the tests. 

(2) Then, we asked the participants to complete a computer access task. In this task, 

the participants open the web-browser and search for the daily weather cast by 

using the GLOSTER 1.0 under our guidance. We didn’t collect any quantitative 

data such as mispoint count in this task. After the participants complete this task, 

we applied the SUS questionnaire to the participants for quantitative subjective 

evaluation about the GLOSTER 1.0. Besides, we also collected the qualitative 
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subjective data via our observations and participants’ responses of open-ended 

questions. 

5.4.5 Objective Data based Results 

According to the results of the PointingChallenge test, the CoorP performed 

considerably better than the CrossHair for both scan-line sensitivity values in terms of 

the mispoint count. The difference among the means between two mouse pointing 

techniques was found statistically significant for both scan-line sensitivity values 

according to Student's t-test. As can be seen in Figure 5.5, once the scan-line sensitivity 

is doubled from 10 to 20, the mispoint count shows a noteworthy decrease both for the 

CoorP and the CrossHair. 

 

Figure 5.5: Mean values of the two mouse pointing techniques in terms of mispoint 

count according to the two different scan-line sensitivity level where in (a) the scan-line 

sensitivity is 10, (b) the scan-line sensitivity is 20. (***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001). 

5.4.6 Subjective Data based Results 

Table 5.3 shows the results of the SUS questionnaire as quantitative subjective data. It 

represents the average scale values acquired from all participants after they completed 

the computer access task by using the GLOSTER 1.0 and the HeadGyro. The average 

SUS score was calculated as explained in Section 4.3.3. The score was calculated as 

86.1 which is considered as quite impressive. 
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All participants declared that they would prefer the CoorP technique for mouse 

cursor pointing instead of the CrossHair. 12 participants also stated that the CrossHair 

was overwhelming, since it scans the whole screen which leads to a long waiting time. 

They declared that the long waiting times causes them to lose their attention. 

5.5 Conclusion and Discussion 

In this chapter, we proposed a new single-switch accessible CAT called the GLOSTER 

1.0 with a novel mouse pointing technique. The GLOSTER 1.0 is an all-in-one solution 

which allows the user to perform the three main functions for computer access as 

pointing, clicking, and typing. In other words, it provides all three functions which can 

be performed by a mouse and a keyboard in conventional way. By means of the 

GLOSTER 1.0, trigger signals coming from the switches can be translated into 

meaningful commands to control a computer. 

We also proposed a novel single-switch based mouse pointing technique called 

the CoorP within this chapter. To evaluate the proposed technique and compare it with 

the CrossHair technique —which is the most preferred technique by the existing 

CATs— we developed a test tool called the PointingChallenge. A usability study with 

20 participants was conducted by employing the PointingChallenge for the CoorP and 

a SUS questionnaire for the GLOSTER 1.0. 

According to the usability study results, the proposed mouse pointing technique 

CoorP provided a better solution than the CrossHair technique to the single-switch 

based mouse pointing problem. Moreover, the overall SUS score as 86,1 also 

demonstrated the high usability of the GLOSTER 1.0 in a real-life scenario. 

The mispoint count would be decreased further if the scan-line sensitivity was 

increased more in the experiments. But, in this case, the scan-line would scan the screen 

more slowly, which leads to a decrease in the attention level of the user's as it is already 

declared by the participants during the experiments. As a future work, more experiments 

should be performed to define the optimum scan-line sensitivity. 
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We need to note in here that the current typing method of the GLOSTER 1.0 

was designed very simple. To improve the system, typing rate might be accelerated by 

designing a better alphabet in the speller menu according to the frequency of the letters. 

Furthermore, a word prediction algorithm might be implemented where a list of possible 

words is offered to the user as a new letter typed by the user. 

A further future work would be devising a mark-up language which allows to 

perform pre-defined tasks in GLOSTER 1.0. For example, the user can check his/her e-

mail once the user types the command <e-mail>. 

We strongly believe in the GLOSTER 1.0 and the proposed software switches 

to have a marked impact on people's lives, since they are together capable of enabling 

the single-gesture based hands-free computer access without purchasing any software 

or dedicated devices. 
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6 The SITbench 1.0: A Novel Switch-Based Interaction 

Technique Benchmark 

6 
The SITbench 1.0:  

A Novel Switch-Based Interaction Technique Benchmark  

Within this chapter, we focus on how to devise a better tool that enables objective 

evaluation of a SIT. Evaluation process of a SIT requires an interdisciplinary team effort 

and takes a considerable amount of time. Collecting subjective evaluation data from the 

users is a very common approach, but the subjective evaluation data alone might be 

manipulated and unreliable for comparing performances in many cases.  Thus, 

therapists generally cannot succeed in determining the optimum SIT setup (i.e., 

determining the most appropriate combination of setup variables such as the switch type 

or switch site) at first attempts since it is hard to evaluate the measurable performance 

by collecting subjective data instead of objective data.  On the other hand, the existing 

objective evaluation methods in literature are far from being a benchmark. To make 

performance evaluation of SITs by using a number of standard tests and empirical 

attributes, a benchmark application is also required. Therefore, we propose a novel 

benchmark for performance evaluation called the SITbench 1.0 that provides a quicker 

and more accurate switch evaluation process by collecting and saving the objective data 

automatically. We conduct a usability study with eight participants and demonstrate that 

the objective data collected via the SITbench 1.0 helps to determine the optimum SIT 

setup accurately.  
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6.1 Introduction 

As we stated in Section 1.1, there have been many people with motor-disabilities 

worldwide who depend on SITs for computer access, communication or any other 

reasons. Therefore, plenty of different SITs have been developed varying from 

traditional hardware switches to software switches as proposed within this thesis. In 

principle, they assist the users to interact with their environment. For example, a user 

can select a target on computer screen by hitting a single switch [23], or an electric 

wheelchair can be operated via multiple switches [110]. It is obvious that an efficient 

evaluation process of a SIT plays a vital role to develop better SITs and determine the 

optimum SIT setup for motor-impaired people.  

There are many variables in a SIT setup such as switch type, scanning time, 

switch site, the users' posture, activation method, etc. For example, even a simple button 

switch can be used in several ways: it can be activated by hand or any other body part. 

Likewise, the users can be positioned in different postures during switch usage, which 

might affect the performance dramatically. The main aim of a SIT evaluation is to 

determine the optimum SIT setup which is the most suitable combination of these 

variables for the users to interact with their environment. To this end, a considerable 

time and effort is needed by an interdisciplinary team that includes many trials with 

different variables of SIT setup. On the other hand, assistive technology professionals 

require a benchmark application [111], which is compatible with most SITs, to make a 

better comparison and evaluation automatically with standardized tests under the same 

conditions. Considering the increasing number of the SIT users, any tool that allows a 

more accurate and quicker SIT evaluation process becomes an important requirement 

day by day. 

Currently, SIT evaluation is performed in three ways: (a) collecting subjective 

data [112-116] via questionnaires, observations and interviews by an interdisciplinary 

team; (b) collecting objective data [12, 25, 28, 40, 46, 117-120] via performance tests; 

(c) collecting both subjective and objective data [121, 122]. 
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Because the subjective data alone might be unreliable and manipulated easily 

for performance evaluation, it might be hard to succeed in determining the optimum 

switch setup on the first attempts in many cases by therapists. They might need several 

attempts by re-applying questionnaires or making new observations. For each 

unsuccessful attempt, serious time and effort are required to collect a new subjective 

data. Thus, collecting subjective data is not a proper way to evaluate the measurable 

performance of a SIT. Without a performance evaluation, it might be very challenging 

to achieve the optimum SIT setup with subjective evaluation alone. On the other hand, 

although collecting objective data is the most appropriate method for performance 

evaluation, current objective evaluation methods in literature are far from being a 

benchmark. These methods are mostly designed to evaluate just a specific SIT, which 

makes them ineligible to be a benchmark where the other SITs could be evaluated via 

standardized test. To the best of our knowledge, there are only two evaluation 

applications in literature [118, 119] which are close to be a benchmark for SIT 

evaluation. They can provide quantitative data to evaluate computer access skills and 

help therapists to choose the switch type and position. But both applications have some 

common limitations that we aim to overcome with our novel tool the SITbench 1.0: 

• Incompatibility: Switch-accessible applications might require different 

keyboard characters or mouse clicks from switches to work. Furthermore, each 

switch might emulate and send different keyboard characters or mouse clicks 

depending on its manufacturer. Unfortunately, commonly agreed standard is not 

available. For example, while some switch-accessible applications might expect 

to receive a keyboard space character, other applications might expect to receive 

a mouse right-click. Both applications expect to receive a mouse left-click to 

work. In other words, they are only compatible with switches which are able to 

emulate mouse left-click. The remaining switches are excluded, which means 

that just a minority of SITs are compatible and could be evaluated with these 

applications. Therefore, we consider that they are far from being a proper 

benchmark for SIT evaluation. Our novel tool the SITbench 1.0 is compatible 

with all switches, which can emulate any mouse-clicks or keyboard characters, 

since it allows therapists to assign the expected characters from any switch. 
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• Limited number of switches: They are only capable of evaluating single switch 

systems. Double switch support is also required, since double switch usage is 

widely used as an alternative interaction method. The SITbench 1.0 is capable 

of allowing both single and double switch evaluation. 

• Limited number of tests: Both applications employ only one test that measures 

press time (i.e., the time from the prompt to the when switch is pressed) and 

release time (i.e., the time from when the switch is pressed until it is released) 

of a switch. The SITbench 1.0 includes two more additional tests to evaluate 

SITs with single and double switch. 

• Database requirement: They have some reporting functions for the test results. 

However, we considered that a well-structured database would be useful to share 

the results and apply some queries or statistical tests. In addition to reporting 

function, the SITbench 1.0 also allows to save the test results automatically into 

a Microsoft Access database. 

• Sufficient attention span requirement: Sufficient attention span via both 

applications might not be achieved especially by infants, since they can become 

distracted and lose their attention easily during long and boring sessions. We 

applied gamification techniques while designing the SITbench 1.0 tests with the 

intent to make evaluations more engaging and fun. 

Therefore, we propose a novel SIT evaluation tool namely the SITbench 1.0 as 

a benchmark application which helps to determine the optimum SIT setup with the aim 

of providing a quicker and more accurate SIT evaluation process. To collect the 

objective data, the SITbench 1.0 includes three different games which can be played via 

single or double switch. It measures and saves the performance metrics (accuracy, 

precision, recall, false positive rate) automatically at the end of each trial. 

A usability study with eight participants was conducted as a part of this work in 

order to test and demonstrate the proposed benchmark application. We identified two 

different switch sites to be tested by the users under the same conditions in order to 

determine the most suitable switch site. To this end, we collected the objective data via 

the SITbench 1.0. Results revealed that the SITbench 1.0 could help to determine the 
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optimum switch setup accurately. We also applied a SUS [58] questionnaire to evaluate 

the SITbench 1.0 itself, and the results were quite satisfactory. 

More potential SIT users can be served at the same time period with the same 

workforce since a quicker and more accurate SIT evaluation process is provided by the 

SITbench 1.0, which might prevent governments to spend high amounts of money as a 

result of better cost and schedule management. As a benchmark application, it allows to 

make objective comparisons with standardized tests under the same conditions by 

collecting the performance data of SITs for assistive technology community 

automatically. Thus, it provides extra time for therapists to observe more subjective 

aspects of client needs. On the other hand, it might be used to evaluate fine-motor skills 

of clients as a clinical tool. Occupational therapists can track the patients' progress by 

the SITbench 1.0 that allows to measure and record clients' fine motor performance and 

reflexes automatically in the form of quantitative objective data. The SITbench 1.0 

might also help to improve the contingency awareness of the ones with profound and 

multiple learning disabilities, or it might be useful for pupils with severe learning 

difficulties to assess their auditory and visual attention. 

This chapter proceeds with Section 6.2 that presents the design and 

implementation of our novel switch evaluation tool. Then, in the Section 6.3, we share 

the objective results of our usability study and the questionnaire results of the SITbench 

1.0. Finally, we conclude our study and discuss our future work in Section 6.4. 

6.2 Design of the SITbench 1.0 

The SITbench 1.0 is designed as a novel benchmark application for assistive technology 

and healthcare professionals to determine the most appropriate SIT setup. It helps to 

collect and save the objective data automatically with the aim of optimum SIT setup. 

To this end, three different switch-accessible games, depending on single or double 

switch, were designed within the SITbench 1.0 namely Tie-Smiley Matching Game, 

Non-stop Driver Game and Hungry Frog Game respectively.   
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The SITbench 1.0 welcomes the users with a very simple interface (Figure 6.1) 

when it is initialized. In welcoming screen, the users can select the games (i.e., tests) 

and open the key assignment module to assign the expected keys from switches. 

 

Figure 6.1: Welcoming screen of the SITbench 1.0. 

As can be seen in Figure 6.2, single and double switch settings can be configured 

according to expected key (i.e., a keyboard character or a mouse-click) from any SITs 

to be tested via the SITbench 1.0. In this way, the SITbench 1.0 becomes compatible 

with the majority of assistive switches, since almost all switches on the market can 

emulate a keyboard character or a mouse-click. 

 

Figure 6.2: Expected key assignment module. 

6.2.1 Tie-Smiley Matching Game (TSMG) 

TSMG is a single-switch accessible game based on indirect selection with automatic 

linear scanning method. As it is exemplified in Figure 6.3, an indirect selection with 

automatic linear scanning method can be summarized in three steps: (1) letters in a 

scanning array (English alphabet as a selection set)  are highlighted one-by-one on the 

screen for an equal duration t units of time where t represents scanning time, i.e., time 

interval between two successive states; (2) until the end of each state, the user is allowed 
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to make a selection by hitting a switch or sending any kind of signal detected by a sensor 

(e.g., a blink); (3) if the highlighted letter is the target (i.e., what the user intends to 

select), the user sends a selection signal such as blinking. 

 

Figure 6.3: Time-state model of an automatic linear scanning sample. 

There are five different templates which could be tested via TSMG. Figure 6.4  

shows an initial form of template 1. The scanning array of each template consists of 

yellow and red smileys (26 smileys in total). Red smileys are targets to be selected, and 

they are set in a different order for each template in order to avoid repetition. Targets 

are seen by the user before starting and during the test. 

 

Figure 6.4: Initial form of TSMG in template 1. 

TSMG is based on automatic linear scanning where each smiley is highlighted 

for a given time period (i.e., scanning time) one-by-one. The user should activate the 

switch once the highlighted smiley is red one. The user also hears a click sound as an 

auditory prompt, as soon as the target is highlighted. When the switch is activated, it 

sends the expected key to the SITbench 1.0 as a selection signal. Once the expected key 

is received, the SITbench 1.0 gives a sensory feedback by swapping the background 
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colour of the interface like a blink. In expert mode (Figure 6.5), therapists can enter 

some details about the user. They can also select the template and set the scanning time 

(in milliseconds). 

 

Figure 6.5: Initial form of TSMG in expert mode. 

The user aims to match each smiley with a tie in a way that smiley and its tie are 

in the same colour (e.g., red smileys with red ties). To this end, the user should select 

all red smileys but yellow ones via a switch. A sample view of results after the user 

completed a trial without any mistake can be seen in Figure 6.6. 

 

Figure 6.6: A view of TSMG in the end of a trial following a user performance without 

any mistake. 

At the end of each trial, confusion matrix variables (true positives (TP), false 

positives (FP), false negatives (FN), true negatives (TN)) are calculated and assigned 

automatically as can be seen in Figure 6.7 according to count and colour of ties in a way 

that: TP represents count of red ties; FP represents count of orange ties; FN represents 

count of green ties; TN represents count of yellow ties. All performance evaluation 
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metrics (accuracy, precision, recall and false positive rate) are measured by SITbench 

automatically at the end of trial by using the following formulas: 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝐹𝑃

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 

The SITbench 1.0 allows therapists to save the results and all data into a 

structured database, and it has also a reporting function to print or save the results as a 

document. 

 

Figure 6.7: A general view from TSMG in the end of a trial following a user 

performance with several mistakes (i.e., with false negatives and false positives). 

6.2.2 Non-stop Driver Game (NDG) 

NDG can be played with single or double switch. While the single-switch accessible 

version is called SS-NDG, double-switch accessible version is called DS-NDG. Figure 

6.8 shows the initial form of SS-NDG. Game objects are labelled with blue numbers in 
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Figure 6.8 to introduce them: label 1 shows left signal (i.e., orange square box); 2 is 

right signal; 3 represents green car; 4 is finish line. 

 

Figure 6.8: The initial form of SS-NDG where 1 shows left signal (i.e., orange square 

box); 2 is right signal; 3 represents green car, 4 is finish line. 

Before starting the game, therapists can select the track and adjust the scanning 

time. The aim of the user is to reach the finish line as soon as possible with minimum 

crash into the walls. SS-NDG depends on automatic scanning method with a single 

switch where signals (i.e., car's left and right signals which are illustrated as orange 

boxes) are flashed one by one for a given time period (i.e., scanning time in 

milliseconds). After the game starts, the car begins to move and never stops until 

reaching the finish line. To turn the car left, the user hits the switch once car's left signal 

is flashed; and hits the switch once right signal is flashed to turn the car right. The only 

difference between SS-NDG and DS-NDG is that the car in DS-NDG doesn’t have left 

and right signals (Figure 6.9) since it is controlled with double switch. The user activates 

the first switch to turn it left and the second switch to turn it right. 
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Figure 6.9: The initial form of DS-NDG in track 2. 

We also assigned two different sounds to the SITbench 1.0 as auditory prompts 

according to left and right signals. In other words, the user hears two different sounds 

when signals are flashed during game. Once the user hits the switch, expected key is 

received and the SITbench 1.0 provides a sensory feedback visually by swapping the 

background colour of the interface. There have been five different tracks where each 

track has a different finish line location from each other to avoid learning effect. A 

sample view in the end of a trial is shown in Figure 6.10 where the user completed game 

via double switch in track 3 without any crash. Completion time (in seconds) and crash 

count are measured automatically as performance metrics at the end of each trial. The 

SITbench 1.0 enables therapists to save all results and data into a database and to report 

them as a document. It also depicts a black tracking line of the car (Figure 6.10) and 

allows therapists to save the screenshot of the interface as a separate image file. 
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Figure 6.10: A view of DS-NDG in the end of a trial where the user reached to the finish 

line in track 3 without any crash. 

6.2.3 Hungry Frog Game (HFG) 

HFG is a single-switch accessible application to measure the user's switch performance. 

At the beginning of each trial, therapists can select the scenario and enter the user’s 

details. Each trial of the game consists of ten tasks. As it is illustrated in Figure 6.11, 

each task in a trial is achieved in a way that: (a) the user waits until a fly is appeared; 

(b) the user activates the switch as soon as a fly is seen; (c) the frog eats the fly once the 

user activates the switch. 

 

Figure 6.11: All three frames shown to the user during a task: (a) the frame shown until 

a fly is appeared; (b) the frame shown until the user activates the switch; (c) the frame 

shown once the user activates the switch. 
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As soon as the fly appears, the user hears a click sound as an auditory prompt. 

When the expected key is received from the switch, background colour of the SITbench 

1.0 is swapped like a blink to give a sensory feedback. After the user completes ten 

tasks, the SITbench 1.0 measures average press time (i.e., the average time from when 

the fly appears to the when switch is pressed) and average release time (i.e., the average 

time from when the switch is pressed until it is released) automatically. The fastest and 

the slowest press time and release time among ten tasks are also detected. HFG has five 

different scenarios to avoid repetition and learning affect. For each scenario, waiting 

times (i.e., the time from when the user starts to wait to the when the fly appears, and 

not more than 6 seconds) of each task in a trial are set different from each other. Figure 

6.12 shows the view of interface in the end of each trial. Six performance metrics 

(measured in seconds) can be saved into a database and reported via the SITbench 1.0: 

(1) average press time; (2) average release time; (3) the fastest press time; (4) the 

slowest press time; (5) the fastest release time; (6) the slowest release time. 

 

Figure 6.12: A view of HFG in the end of a trial. 

6.3 Evaluation 

We conducted a usability study as a demonstration of the SITbench 1.0. We identified 

two different switch sites (Figure 6.13 (c)) to be tested: forefinger distal pulp (hereafter: 
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FDP) and forefinger proximal interphalangeal joint (hereafter: FPIJ). FPD was 

considered as a proper switch site to activate a switch easily in contrast to FPIJ. We 

aimed to demonstrate that the SITbench 1.0 can determine the most proper switch site. 

To this end, the users performed tests by using two different switch sites. A 

questionnaire was also applied to evaluate the SITbench 1.0 itself. 

 

Figure 6.13: Positions of forefinger during experiments according to two switch sites 

FDP (represented by x) and FPIJ (represented by z): (a) switch press with FDP; (b) 

switch release with FDP; (c) switch press with FPIJ; (d) switch release with FPIJ. 

In this section, firstly we introduce the participants. Then, we present the 

apparatus used and the procedure applied. At last, we share the experimental findings. 

6.3.1 Participants 

Eight able-bodied participants (mean age = 30.2, standard deviation = 3.1), including 

four females and four males, took part in this study. Just two of the participants were 

familiar with switch-accessible applications before experiments. 

6.3.2 Apparatus 

A laptop (Model: Lenovo G505S; CPU: AMD A8-4500M 1.9 GHz; RAM: 6 GB DDR3; 

Screen: LCD 15.6; OS: Windows 10 64 bits; Resolution: 1600 x 900) was employed 

within this study for experiments. 
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6.3.3 Procedure 

At the beginning, the participant is positioned in front of a laptop in a way that the 

participant is able to access laptop's keyboard easily. Enter key on keyboard was 

considered as a switch. 

Participants were informed about the SITbench 1.0 and tests, and then they 

practised the SITbench 1.0 in counterbalanced order until they become ready for tests. 

This practicing step took 20 minutes approximately for each participant. Following 

positioning and practicing steps, three tests were applied to participants to collect 

objective performance data: 

• TSMG: Each switch site (FDP and FPIJ) was tested by each participant (n=8) 

for each template (n=5) two times where scanning time is 500 milliseconds (i.e., 

each participant performed 20 trials in total with TSMG). 

• SS-NDG: Each switch site (FDP and FPIJ) was tested by each participant (n=8) 

for each track (n=5) where scanning time is 500 milliseconds (i.e., each 

participant performed 10 trials in total with SS-NDG). 

• HFG: Each switch site (FDP and FPIJ) was tested by each participant (n=8) for 

each scenario (n=5) (i.e., each participant performed 10 trials in total with HFG). 

All tests were applied in counterbalanced order to avoid learning and repetition 

effects. The participants were also allowed to rest (1 to 5 minutes) during experiments 

to prevent excessive mental or physical fatigue. 

At the end of experiments, a SUS questionnaire [58], which is an industry 

standard, was applied to the participants to evaluate the usability of the SITbench 1.0 

application. The SUS includes ten statements (Table 6.1)  with a five-point Likert scale. 

Scale value of statements is ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). We 

modified SUS statements according to the SITbench 1.0 to clearly describe it. On the 

other hand, qualitative subjective data was collected via our observations and 

participants' responses of open-ended questions about the SITbench 1.0. 
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Table 6.1: Modified statements of a SUS questionnaire with average scale values of all 

participants. 

Statements Scale 

1. I would use the SITbench 1.0 for SIT evaluation tasks 

frequently. 

4.00 

2. I found the SITbench 1.0 unnecessarily complex. 1.37 

3. I found the SITbench 1.0 easy to use. 4.12 

4. I would need the support of a technical person to be able to 

use the SITbench 1.0. 

1.75 

5. I found the various functions in the SITbench 1.0 were well 

integrated. 

4.37 

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in the SITbench 

1.0. 

1.37 

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use the 

SITbench 1.0 very quickly. 

4.25 

8. I found the SITbench 1.0 very cumbersome/awkward to use. 1.50 

9. I felt very confident using the SITbench 1.0. 4.12 

10. I need to learn a lot before I can use the SITbench 1.0. 1.25 

 

6.3.4 Objective Data based Results 

FDP as a switch site showed quite impressive performance in comparison with FPIJ in 

all three tests (TMSG, SS-NDG, HFG) as it is expected at the beginning. It is 

demonstrated that the SITbench 1.0 succeeded to determine the most appropriate switch 

site as FDP. 

According to results of TSMG (Figure 6.14), FDP was better than FPIJ in all 

performance evaluation metrics (accuracy, precision, recall and false positive rate). 

SS-NDG results (Figure 6.15) also suggested that FDP performed better than 

FPIJ in terms of the completion time and the crash count. 
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Figure 6.14: Mean values of two switch sites for all participants through evaluation 

metrics of TSMG (accuracy, precision, recall, false positive rate). (*p < 0.05; ***p < 

0.001; ****p < 0.0001). 

 

Figure 6.15: Mean values of two switch sites for all participants according to evaluation 

metrics of SS-NGD as (a) the completion time and (b) the crash count. (*p < 0.05; ***p 

< 0.001). 

Lastly, HFG results (Figure 6.16) proved that FDP is by far the best switch site 

in all evaluation metrics (average press time, average release time, the fastest press time, 

the slowest press time, the fastest release time, the slowest release time). We also applied 

Student’s t-test for both switch sites through all evaluation metrics in all three tests. In 

consequence of t-tests, it is proved that there is a significant difference between the 

performance of FDP and FPIJ for all evaluation metrics. 
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Figure 6.16: Mean values of two switch sites for all participants through evaluation 

metrics of HFG (average press time, average release time, the fastest press time, the 

slowest press time, the fastest release time, the slowest release time) (****p < 0.0001). 

6.3.5 Subjective Data based Results 

Results of a SUS questionnaire are listed in Table 6.1. Scale column holds the average 

scale values (1 to 5) of each statement for all participants. Average SUS score for all 

participants was calculated as 84. According to adjective rating scale [94], overall SUS 

score (84) of the SITbench 1.0 was rated as excellent, and SUS scores of each 

participant ranged from good to excellent. Prior to experiments, all participants were 

excited for experiments. Just two of them had a previous experience with SITs. They all 

declared that the SITbench 1.0 would be a very useful tool for assistive technology 

community. One participant stated that he could have performed better if scanning time 

was slower. Two of the participants suggested to increase the size of smileys in TSMG. 

All participants declared that FDP is definitely more proper than FPIJ as a switch site. 

None of the participants experienced fatigue during tests. 

6.4 Conclusion and Discussion 

Evaluation process is one of the most important tasks in order to reach the optimum SIT 

setup. Because the optimum SIT setup plays a vital role for people with motor 
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disabilities to interact with their environment, any tool to achieve the optimum SIT setup 

for having a better cost and schedule management becomes a very important 

requirement considering the increasing number of the SIT users.  

Determining the optimum switch setup by collecting the subjective data might 

be challenging, since the subjective data alone might be unreliable and manipulated 

easily for performance evaluation. Therapists might have to re-apply questionnaires and 

make new observations several times. A serious time and effort are needed for these 

repeated trials to collect subjective data. Therefore, subjective data collection instead of 

objective data doesn't seem a proper method for performance evaluation of a SIT.  

On the other hand, current evaluation methods based on collecting objective data 

in literature are far from being a benchmark. These methods are generally employed to 

evaluate just a specific SIT. In other words, they are not designed to evaluate the other 

SITs, which makes them ineligible to be a benchmark. To the best of our knowledge, 

there have been just two applications [118, 119] in literature which are close to be a 

benchmark. The main limitations of these applications and solutions we proposed with 

the SITbench 1.0 are as follows: (a) They only work with the SITs that can emulate 

mouse left-click, which makes them compatible with just a minority of SITs for 

evaluation. The SITbench 1.0 as a benchmark allows to assign any expected characters 

or mouse-clicks from any SIT. By this way, all SITs which can emulate keyboard 

characters or mouse-clicks could be evaluated and compared via the SITbench 1.0 with 

standardized tests; (b) They only support single switch based systems. Because double 

switch usage is a widely preferred interaction technique, the SITbench 1.0 supports 

double switch evaluation as well; (c) They have only one test to measure press time and 

release time of a switch. The SITbench 1.0 has two more performance tests to evaluate 

SITs; (d) They don't allow to save the results into an external database, although they 

have some reporting functions. The SITbench 1.0 supports to save the result 

automatically into a database to share or analyse it for further studies. Therefore, we 

propose the SITbench 1.0 as a benchmark application that helps to determine the 

optimum SIT setup to provide a quicker and more accurate SIT evaluation process by 

collecting and saving the objective data automatically. 
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We conducted a usability study as a demonstration with eight participants to 

evaluate the usage of different switch sites. To this end, objective data was collected via 

the SITbench 1.0. FDP performed better performance than FPIJ in all tests as it is 

expected. Findings demonstrated that the SITbench 1.0 is capable of determining the 

most proper switch site with the aim of optimum SIT setup. Result of a SUS 

questionnaire to evaluate the SITbench 1.0 itself was also quite satisfactory. 

A quicker and more accurate SIT evaluation via the SITbench 1.0 helps to serve 

more potential SIT users at the same time period with the same workforce. As a result 

of a better cost and schedule management, the SITbench 1.0 might prevent governments 

from unnecessary expenses and human-resource allocations. But, future studies with 

the SITbench 1.0 are required to verify that the SITbench 1.0 is capable of doing this. 

On the other hand, it might be also employed by therapists and assistive technology 

professionals to measure the fine-motor skills and reflexes of the users as a clinical tool. 

They can track the progress of the user's skill via the SITbench 1.0, since it is able to 

measure and save the performances automatically as a quantitative objective data. The 

SITbench 1.0 can also be utilized to improve the contingency awareness of the ones 

with profound and multiple learning disabilities. Besides, it might be employed as a tool 

to assess auditory and visual attention of people with severe learning difficulties. 

In order to improve the SITbench 1.0 and overcome some of its limitations, some 

future studies would be quite useful. We intend to include new tests depending on 

several scanning methods. So as to test the efficiency of the SITbench 1.0 better, we 

aim to extend the participant group with motor-impaired people. Since the SITbench 

1.0 is currently compatible with only desktop computers, it might be modified to be 

compatible with mobile systems such as smartphones and tablets to extend the target 

group. We also aim to include some tests such as a speller to evaluate the users' computer 

access activities. Employing a group of therapists and assistive technology 

professionals to evaluate and demonstrate the SITbench 1.0 would be also quite useful. 
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7 Conclusion and Outlook 

 

 

 

 

7 
Conclusion and Outlook  

Through this thesis, we addressed the single-gesture based hands-free computer access 

problem of the people with severe motor-neuron impairments to improve their self-

sufficiency. In this chapter, we summarize and discuss the main contributions in Section 

7.1 under three domains through chapters by revisiting the research questions. 

Subsequently, an overview of the possible future expansions is given in Section 7.2. 

Finally, we conclude the thesis with remarks about the work presented within this thesis. 
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7.1 Summary of the Thesis and Contributions 

Software Switches: Single-gesture based Hands-free Interaction Techniques 

Chapter 2: 

Our efforts to provide efficient solutions to single-gesture based hands-free computer 

access problem led us to focus on the following research question:  

Q1: How to devise an efficient approach enabling single-gesture based hands-free HCI? 

We started with a literature review to handle this question. To have a broader 

point of view, we reviewed the current hands-free interaction techniques —instead of 

reviewing just the single-gesture based solutions— in terms of the physical gestures 

used. This review helped us to identify two major problems of the current single-gesture 

based hands-free interaction techniques. The first problem is that the majority of current 

single-gesture based hands-free HCI techniques depend on expensive dedicated devices 

beyond standard computer peripherals. Unfortunately, high-cost of dedicated devices 

became a new barrier for the people with motor-disabilities. Many people living in poor 

and middle income countries have difficulties to afford such devices [7-9]. Thus, as the 

only reasonable exception, we decided to exclude smartphones from dedicated devices 

list because the total number of smartphones —3.2 billion in 2019 [48]— got ahead of 

the total number of computers in recent years worldwide [49]. Smartphones became 

easy to access devices like computer peripherals today even for the ones live in low-

income countries. Furthermore, unlike the dedicated devices, smartphones can also be 

used to achieve several services beyond assistive purposes. 

The second problem is that the majority of current single-gesture based hands-

free solutions for computer access in literature are only compatible with specific switch-

accessible interfaces. While some switch-accessible interfaces expect to receive a 

specific keyboard character like space, the others expect to receive a mouse click. 

Unfortunately, a commonly agreed standard on this is lacking. To overcome these two 

major problems, we proposed our novel software switch approach. In brief, the software 
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switch approach has two principles: an interaction technique based on our software 

switch approach (1) should not require any dedicated devices, and (2) should be 

configurable to be compatible with the other switch-accessible interfaces. 

After we proposed our software switch approach, in Chapter 2, we also aimed 

to identify the most suitable types of hands-free gestures which will be used with the 

proposed software switches. To do this, we began with the evaluation of gesture types 

of current hands-free interaction techniques given in Section 2.1. We omitted the HCI 

techniques which require dedicated devices in accordance with the first principle of our 

software switch approach, and we focused on the techniques which don't require 

dedicated devices. 

Afterwards, we excluded eye-gaze and facial gestures (e.g., eye blink gesture), 

since they might be highly affected by Midas Touch problem [50]. For example, if the 

eye blink is used to interact with a computer, it is hard to distinguish whether the user 

blinked voluntary as a trigger signal or it was just a regular eye blink performed 

unconsciously. Although the Midas Touch problem could be resolved by employing 

multi-modal inputs such as performing an eye blink with an eye brow raising 

simultaneously as a trigger signal, employing a multi-modal input was not an option in 

the scope of this thesis since we focused on the single-gesture based hands-free 

computer access problem. 

As another gesture types in literature, the speech and non-speech based solutions 

were also omitted by us, because the speech recognition algorithms are mostly preferred 

for more complicated tasks than just a single-gesture. Unlike these gestures, we revealed 

that the respiration (i.e., sip and puff) and head movement (e.g., a head tilt) gestures are 

not affected by Midas Touch problem, and they can be easily recognized via simple 

algorithms. Therefore, we considered them as the most suitable hands-free gesture types 

among existing solutions to interact with a computer according to the software switch 

approach. 
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Chapters 3 and 4: 

Following the detection of the most suitable gestures, next step was to devise 

efficient interaction methods by following the principles of our software switch 

approach to interact with a computer by a single puff or head gesture. To do this, we 

began with addressing the following research questions: 

Q2: How to devise a better technique that enables a person to interact with a computer 

by a single puff-gesture? 

Q3: How to devise a better technique that enables a person to interact with a computer 

by a single head-gesture? 

To answer Q2, we designed two novel interaction techniques called the PuffMic 

and the PuffCam software switches in Chapter 3. Both software switches are based on 

a puff-gesture where a strong puff, detected by a microphone or a modified camera, is 

considered as a pressed switch. In Chapter 4, in accordance with our efforts to answer 

Q3, we designed two more novel interaction techniques called the HeadCam and the 

HeadGyro software switches. Both software switches are capable of recognizing head 

gestures (e.g., a head tilt) via a standard camera or a gyroscope sensor of a smartphone 

to consider them as pressed switches. 

To sum up, all software switches proposed within this thesis can allow to interact 

with a computer by a single-gesture in a way that they receive the user's gesture as an 

input signal to translate them into emulated switch presses. Furthermore, they don't 

require any dedicated device, and they are compatible with the other switch-accessible 

interfaces in accordance with our software switch approach. The high usability of the 

proposed switches was demonstrated by two different studies conducted with 82 

participants with/out disabilities in total. As a result of these usability studies via the 

TSMG test of the SITbench 1.0, we demonstrated that the performance of the proposed 

software switches through evaluation metrics —accuracy, precision, recall and false 

positive rate— were quite impressive. For each evaluation metrics, the PuffMic 

exhibited the worst performance, whereas the HeadGyro was the best. According to our 
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observations, the reasons why the PuffMic performed the worst is considered as 

follows: 

• The position of the headset microphone should be stable during experiments 

since the threshold value is assigned in the calibration step and highly depends 

on the initial position of the microphone. Any possible change in the position 

(angle or distance between microphone and the user's mouth or nose) during the 

experiments might lead to a minor or a major change in the air pressure 

(originated from the exhalation pressure) applied on the microphone, which is 

considered as the main reason of high false positive rate. 

Besides, each software switch exhibited different reactions to the external 

factors. While the HeadGyro and the PuffMic are not affected by the light level (i.e., 

they can even work in the darkness), the PuffCam and the HeadCam are affected. As a 

microphone based solution, the PuffMic can be affected by high external voices and the 

user's speech unlike the other software switches. Additionally, the HeadGyro is more 

sensitive than the HeadCam since it is capable of recognizing tiny head movements. 

The GLOSTER 1.0: A Single-gesture Accessible Hands-free CAT 

Chapter 5: 

On the other hand, the proposed software switches were not functional alone to 

control a computer, since they can only serve like traditional switches by recognizing a 

single head or puff gesture to translate them into emulated switch presses. In other 

words, they can only allow to interact with a computer.  

As a general approach, computer access depends on three functions: pointing, 

clicking, and typing. In conventional use, pointing and clicking functions are performed 

by interacting with a computer via a standard mouse, while typing is achieved by a 

keyboard. But, if the user has an only single-gesture unimpaired, all three functions 

have to be performed with that single-gesture/single-switch. To do this, the proposed 

software switches require a CAT with a scanning interface which converts the emulated 
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switch presses into commands (e.g., mouse clicks) in a way that a computer can 

understand. In accordance with this requirement, we focused on the following research 

question in Chapter 5: 

Q4: How to devise a better CAT that enables a person to control a computer with a 

single-gesture? 

This question led us to a new single-switch accessible CAT called the 

GLOSTER 1.0 with a novel mouse pointing technique. It allows the users to easily 

control a computer by employing the proposed software switches or any other 

traditional switches. The proposed mouse pointing technique called the CoorP also 

provided a more accurate solution to the single-switch based mouse pointing problem 

than the most popular mouse pointing technique in literature.  

The SITbench 1.0: An Evaluation Tool 

Chapter 6: 

In the evaluation stage of the proposed software switches, we realized the lack 

of a reliable evaluation tool.  Evaluation process of a SIT —like the proposed software 

switches— requires an interdisciplinary team effort and takes a considerable amount of 

time, since a SIT setup depends on many variables such as switch type, switch position 

or switch site. Optimum SIT setup (i.e., the most appropriate combination of setup 

variables) could not be achieved at first attempts.  

Although subjective evaluation is a very common approach, we considered that 

the subjective evaluation data alone might be manipulated and unreliable for comparing 

performances in many cases. It is hard to evaluate the measurable performance by 

collecting subjective data instead of objective data. Unfortunately, the existing objective 

evaluation methods are far from being a benchmark where the other SITs could be 

evaluated via standardized test. They are mostly designed to evaluate just a specific SIT. 

Requirement of a useful tool to evaluate our software switches objectively led us to 

focus on the following research question in Chapter 6: 
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Q5: How to devise a better tool that enables objective evaluation of switch-based 

interaction techniques? 

In an effort to address Q5, we proposed a novel benchmark tool for objective 

evaluation called the SITbench 1.0. It was demonstrated by a usability study with 8 

participants that the SITbench 1.0 provides a quicker and more accurate switch 

evaluation process by collecting the objective data automatically. 

7.2 Outlook 

Within the scope of this thesis, novel hands-free interaction techniques and alternative 

computer access solutions were presented in accordance with our efforts to answer the 

research questions in Section 1.3. However, there are still possible future expansions 

for the proposed studies. We identify potential research directions below that can be 

followed in the future. 

The proposed software switches are mainly based on simple audio and video 

processing algorithms to recognize the user's gesture. As a future research direction, 

machine learning techniques can be employed to recognize these gestures. Such a 

direction would allow to achieve better recognition performance or the opposite. 

While the PuffMic and the PuffCam serve as alternatives to traditional puff 

switches, the HeadCam and the HeadGyro are alternatives to traditional head switches. 

In another future work, a usability study to compare the proposed software switches 

with the traditional alternatives would be useful to see how usable the proposed software 

switches. 

Employing a unidirectional-cardioid microphone was out of option within this 

thesis because they are expensive and beyond the standard computer peripherals. In a 

future study, they would be employed to reject sounds from other directions if high-cost 

of unidirectional-cardioid microphones can be tolerated. 
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We compared the performance of CG with DG to see whether there is any 

significant difference between these groups, because we aimed that our approach will 

be utilized by able-bodied people as well. The application area of the proposed 

interaction techniques is quite flexible and should not be considered just for assistive 

technology area, although we aimed to provide comprehensive solutions for motor-

impaired people within this thesis. For example, in a multi-modal computer video game, 

one can try to employ our software switches in a way that players use their puff/head 

gesture as a new interaction method during the game-play.  

Within this thesis, we employed the proposed software switches in the SITbench 

1.0 and the GLOSTER 1.0. As another future work, the proposed software switches 

would be employed in a different single-switch accessible interface to provide a further 

validation in terms of their compatibility in real-life scenarios. Another future work 

would be making the proposed software switches and interfaces compatible with the 

other operating systems like Macintosh to improve the accessibility. Currently, they are 

only compatible with Microsoft-based operating systems.  

It is also worth noting that the HeadCam and the HeadGyro are also capable of 

recognizing any motion of the other body parts such as the user's shoulder or leg beyond 

head movements. In a future work, different physical movements can be targeted 

depending on the user’s unimpaired physical ability to evaluate the flexibility of the 

proposed software switches. 

The GLOSTER 1.0 is based on an automatic row-column scanning method to 

type text in a way that the user has to type all letters of a word. Current text entry method 

can be accelerated by a prediction technique where a list of possible words is offered to 

the user as a new letter typed. Moreover, the alphabet in the speller menu can be 

designed more wisely according to the frequency of the letters. By this way, the user 

would achieve a better text input rate.  

A further future expansion would be devising a mark-up language which allows 

to perform pre-defined tasks in GLOSTER 1.0, for example the command “<browser>” 
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typed by the user will open the web browser and etc. Such commands would increase 

the usability of the CAT.  

The SITbench 1.0, in its current form, is capable of providing standardized tests 

with single and double switch access. Development of new standardized tests with 

multi-switch access would be another research direction to improve the proposed 

evaluation benchmark.  

Besides, it would be interesting to employ the SITbench 1.0 for clinical purposes 

to evaluate the usability and the efficiency. Occupational therapists can evaluate fine-

motor skills of clients as a clinical tool. They can track the patients' progress by the 

SITbench 1.0 that allows to measure and record clients' fine motor performance and 

reflexes automatically in the form of quantitative objective data. Additionally, the 

SITbench 1.0 might also help to improve the contingency awareness of the ones with 

profound and multiple learning disabilities, or it might be useful for pupils with severe 

learning difficulties to assess their auditory and visual attention. 

7.3 Final Remarks 

Within this thesis, we aimed to provide comprehensive solutions to single-gesture based 

hands-free computer access problem. Considering the diversity of computer 

applications and their various useful services, the ability of operating a computer gives 

people with motor-impairments crucial capabilities for a more independent life; which 

highly motivated us to investigate new interaction techniques and interfaces in order to 

be able to enhance these people's quality of life.  

We strongly believe in the GLOSTER 1.0 and the proposed software switches 

to have a marked impact on people's lives, since they are together capable of enabling 

the single-gesture based hands-free computer access without purchasing any dedicated 

device or software. As low-cost alternatives, the proposed software switches can be 

preferred instead of expensive puff and head switches. Currently, they are the only 

switch options for the ones who can control their puff or head gestures but cannot afford 
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any dedicated devices. Besides, since a quicker and more accurate evaluation process is 

provided by the SITbench 1.0, more switch users can be evaluated at the same time 

period with the same workforce; which leads to a better cost and schedule management.  
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